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We’d Love to Have You on Our Show is a collection of short fiction preceded
by a critical introduction. The stories share a thematic bond in that all of the
protagonists are either obsessed with or could be guests on talk shows. The
introduction, “The Meaning of Yearning” explores how Robert Olen Butler and Denis
Johnson have influenced me as a young writer attempting to write interconnected,
character-driven stories. The introduction begins by chronologically showing how I
wrote and then how I changed from workshops to writing this thesis, and it concludes
by examining character, theme, and humor throughout Butler’s, Johnson’s, and my
own stories.
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CHAPTER I
THE MEANING OF YEARNING
**In The Beginning**
In the spring of 2004, I took a Craft of Fiction workshop despite having only
written one terrible story in creative writing the previous semester. Even with my lack of
experience, I volunteered to distribute the first story and wrote “To Be Real,” a story
about a college student who has some identity issues and makes a life-changing trip to
Wal-Mart. The story was simple in many ways: it did not involve many flashbacks, nor
did it rely much on dialogue, nor were the characters all that developed, but it had a
protagonist who wanted someone to want her. Despite its flaws, “To Be Real” captured
some of the angst I was feeling as a young college woman myself. While I did not
necessarily possess all the skills to hone my craft, I realized after that first workshop the
key to a good story is a good character.
For my next story during that same workshop, I wanted to write using a first
person narrator to explore the idea that characters make the story. Having never written
anything in such a manner, I asked my professor Becky Hagenston for guidance. She
gave me a copy of Robert Olen Butler’s “Jealous Husband Returns in the Form of a
Parrot,” the story I credit with making me understand what type of writer I wanted to be.
Upon reading that story, I realized I wanted to be a writer who told stories about the
people who are more complicated and conflicted than perhaps their friends could know. I
1
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wanted them to be about real people, not necessarily with clinical psychological
problems, but with problems that affected their daily lives even though they were still
functioning. I did not want them to get well or to suddenly understand how they needed
to improve their lives. I wanted ridiculous situations to befall them; they would not turn
into parrots, but they would experience something that does not happen to every man
every day of his life but happens at least once in a particular character’s life. I wanted to
capture one of those times when a person’s status quo is being disrupted or threatened.
This single episode of his life would not determine his fate or offer any overriding
explanation for his life; instead, he would perhaps realize a small part of his problem.
While that may seem like too much to learn from one story, when I read “Jealous
Husband Returns in the Form of a Parrot,” I felt opened to a blunt, brief, and honest style
I had previously been unable to access. Overall, I felt inspired and empowered, as I
should have, since Butler, who teaches currently at Florida State University, is renowned
for coaching young writers. His philosophy of yearning directs students to create
characters who want something and to allow that desire to move the story. This
technique provided me the direction I needed to work on my stories that semester.
**The Workshop Years**
For the young writer I was, Butler’s seemingly simplistic advice set me on a much
larger task than I originally anticipated. My life experience was terribly limited by my
age (I was 20). I had not lived on my own, traveled besides family vacations to Disney
World, worked a fulltime job, been married, or battled any addictions. With my parents’
financial support, I lived in Starkville, a small town that with the exception of Mississippi
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State University was nothing more than a Wal-Mart and some Dollar General stores. The
conflict in my life was limited mostly to fights with roommates and general parental
discord, which all seemed too trivial, overdone, and meaningless to craft into interesting
stories. So I realized to create these yearning characters, I would have to write outside of
myself.
Consequently, I began working on my second short story, “Love Letter,” the tale
of a young college student who wants to deliver a letter to his neighbor. He has become
obsessed with her, although he does not know her name. Rather than have him being
earnest and sweet, I made him slightly disturbed and wrote in the first person to attempt
to humanize him. While it was not a perfect story, I applied Butler’s first person yearning
technique and learned that changing the voice and focusing on the character, especially a
character with serious flaws, works. Writing from a man’s perspective for the first time, I
felt the first person point of view lent me some authority and allowed me to eliminate
some unnecessary distance from my subject. Overall, this expansion of my point of view
facilitated my growth as writer.
However, my growth had barely begun. My first two attempts at serious short
stories, “To Be Real” and “Love Letter,” both lacked a sense of depth and realization
though they did have interesting characters and situations. The stories progressed as far as
I could learn in a single semester during my first workshop, but I left that workshop an
improved writer with the confidence and desire to continue. When I entered my next
fiction workshop a full year later, I wanted to write stories that meant more and explored
more than a day or two in these young characters’ lives. I decided to capture what I
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consider “My Mississippi,” the coastal region with its casinos and closeness to New
Orleans, Louisiana and Mobile, Alabama. The beaches and seafood and tourist industries
often separate the coast from the agricultural center of the rest of the state. I wanted to
write stories based there to escape the college setting I had previously written about,
while still retaining some authority about the lifestyle and setting. During this period I
wrote “August on the Patio,” “Temporary Duty,” and “We’d Love to Have You on Our
Show,” though they all originally had different titles and were much different stories.
When I originally wrote them, I was so distracted by focusing on the location or the form
of the stories that my characters lacked depth and were not as compelling as the Allison
in “To Be Real” or Marcello in “Love Letter.” While the settings were more distinct and
the narrative more complex, the new stories were not half as interesting. I had achieved a
more psychological depth and a more dense narrative at the price of making my stories
dull. I was stuck as to how to improve. I did not know how to blend a character-driven
narrative with a more complex form and purposeful setting until I returned to Butler for
guidance.
**The Thesis Year**
Once again, Butler’s work guided me with his key concept of yearning. He
explains that once you “[s]how what your character yearns for, […] you’ll create a
memorable piece of fiction” (Butler “Dynamics”). When I asked myself what my new
characters wanted, what they yearned for, I realized I did not know. I did not know them
well enough to understand their yearning because I had been so distracted by setting, plot
structures, and ideas that I forgot how to tell a story. So when I read Butler saying,
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“Yearning is always parts of fictional character. In fact, one way to understand plot is that
it represents the dynamics of desire. It’s the dynamics of desire that is at the heart of
narrative and plot,” I felt those words were directed toward me (Butler “Dynamics”). I
knew I needed to figure out who my characters were beyond being coastal residents or
having quirks. I needed to understand them and not only understand them but lasso the
story with that that understanding.
During that 2005 workshop, I also read Denis Johnson’s story “Emergency,” and
as when I read “Jealous Husband Returns in the Form of Parrot,” I was stunned, in awe of
the craft, especially in regards to Johnson’s noncommittal narrator. Fuckhead certainly
has problems, but the story refused to be about his problems and insisted upon being
about his life: what he did, who he did it with, and where he did it. I realized had
misplaced my focus during that semester, and during the following summer, I began
looking to Johnson along with Butler for guidance for my thesis.
Combining Butler and Johnson’s influence was an easy fit. Johnson’s protagonist
Fuckhead conforms to Butler’s idea of yearning. Throughout the collection Jesus’ Son,
Fuckhead stumbles around his universe trying to feel something and make some meaning
out of his life. He admits that he’s “gone looking for that feeling everywhere” after
witnessing a widow mourning for her recently deceased husband (Johnson 11).
Throughout his story, the narrative remains random and varied and refuses to conform to
a “Movie of the Week” conclusion where he suddenly understands his life and recovers
from his addictions. Maybe Fuckhead does have a cliché awakening; Johnson ends Jesus’
Son before that point— alleviating both the writer and the reader from those Hallmark
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moments because the story was not written for the ending but to explore Fuckhead’s
character. The actual plot is driven by Fuckhead’s quest for feeling, but this quest is not
structured, meaningful, well-outlined. It traverses through peeping toms, dead friends,
dead rabbits, detox, and more. Jesus’ Son is random but all connected by more than just
having the same main character throughout the stories. It is connected by the style and the
tone and the lack of open decisiveness along with the theme of drug abuse. This style of
storytelling is what I attempted to take from Johnson. While Butler preaches his yearning
as a way to push the story, some of his stories in Tabloid Dreams lack the realistic,
human quality that makes the reader care about a character. Upon examining my own
fiction, I could see that I suffered from the same problems in my stories that were purely
directed by unique characters in unique situations. Thus, my thesis plan became to mold
my influences from both Butler and Johnson into my own brand of storytelling that
mixed yearning with indecisiveness.
**Learning The Lessons**
Both Butler and Johnson had helpful techniques to improve my craft. In addition
to yearning, Butler suggested characters have two epiphanies with the most important
being at the beginning when the character realizes what he yearns for (“Dynamics”). The
second epiphany happens during the typical crisis or climax of the story. Both of these
epiphanies must be associated with the yearning the character feels. This yearning must
be more than simply wanting. Butler explains, “I’m talking about yearning on a different
level. Instead of: I want a man, a woman, wealth, power, or to solve a mystery or to drive
a steak through a vampire’s heart, a literary desire is on the order of: I yearn for self, I
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yearn for an identity, I year for a place in the universe, I yearn to connect to the other”
(“Dynamics”). Until I read that, I was distrustful of epiphanies because I associated them
with a Flannery O’Connor style, religious revelation that a character had to accept he was
less than God and needed to be saved. Therefore, I had no interest in writing epiphanies,
but I embraced Butler’s idea that a character can and should understand something about
themselves, and this understanding should drive the plot. I wrote in an epiphany near the
beginning of “Temporary Duty,” a story I struggled with to show what Ted truly wanted
beyond his daughter not leaving the country. Before that epiphany, the story did not work
because it was not believable that he would feel as strongly as he did only because she
was going away for a little while. The larger issue had to become that he felt no one
listened to him and this feeling was amplified by her leaving. A story like this has
emotional depth without being dominated by decisions and life changing events such as
deaths or marriages or other cliché occurrences I saw so commonly in workshops.
However, not all of Butler’s advice was able to aid my stories or offer any quick
fixes. Following this lesson on epiphanies and their connection to yearning, Butler
posited that “[d]esire is the driving force of behind plot. The character does something in
pursuit of that yearning, and some force or other will block the attempt to fulfill that
yearning. The character will respond to the force in some way, go round or through or
over or under it, and continue the pursuit. This dynamic beneath the story is plot: the
attempt to fulfill the yearning and the world’s attempt to thwart that” (“Dynamics”).
While this is good advice, I realized that this process of yearning and desire is not foolproof, as Butler’s own stories are not always interesting just because the characters yearn.
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Yearning only works as part of a process greater because on its own it can become
inorganic to the story. For example, his story “Titanic Victim Speaks Through Waterbed”
felt forced as he wrote characters’ thoughts, such as, “I yearn to be clothed now in the
evening dress I wore on that Sunday night in April in the year of 1912. I must say that a
body is useful for formal occasions, as well” (Butler Tabloid 4). Beyond the concept of a
Titanic victim surfacing alive today, the story was completely uninteresting and trapped
in Butler’s ideologies. In such stories, while the characters yearn, they seem to be nothing
more than instruments of yearning floundering in funny situations.
**Applying My Influences**
Also, suffering myself from this unauthentic, forced feel, but still very much
believing in Butler’s philosophies, I turned to Jesus’ Son, a successful composite novel
that maintains a character who yearns but who also has a griping honesty to his life that is
somewhat influenced by the author’s own experiences. Exploring the stories in Jesus’
Son, the pattern of yearning and even epiphanies are apparent but are wound in a much
more complex narrative than found in any of the stories in Tabloid Dreams. In his review
of Jesus’ Son Daniel McGuiness said:
[t]here are 11 stories, all about a young man hanging around a small town
in the midwest, falling in with the drinkers and druggies and lost souls
always lurking at the periphery of our quotidian consciousness. They
shoot up, shoot each other, shoot the bull, and try to think of a reason to
sober up. Somehow this one does find a reason, though we’re never sure
what it is because his confusion is the virtue of the writing. […] The
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stories are interconnected. It’s more of a novel than not.
I realized that sometimes complicating the narrative will force you to complicate the
emotions and occurrences of the story. While I was not ready to attempt such a complete
composite novel for my thesis, I began trying to think of a meaningful way to structure
my stories.
After reading Jesus’ Son, I wanted to break Frietag’s Triangle and delve in to
more experimental plot structures, in each story and in the collection as a whole, and I
was glad to learn this desire did not alienate me from Butler’s ideas. Discussing plot
structure during an interview with Judith Haydel, Butler said, “Talking about literary
influences, I suppose Faulkner’s sense of place and interconnecting lives and characters
across novels always enchanted me” (11). I too found myself attracted to Faulkner’s
structure of linking characters through place and by having reoccurring characters in
different stories. This attraction surfaced most in my story “We’d Love to Have You on
Our Show.” During the first drafts, the story was nothing more than three stream of
consciousness pieces about three girls who dated the same guy. I had the idea that people
dated the same type of people over and over again, and because of this pattern, you could
learn about a person from the type of people he dated; however, as pure stream of
consciousness, nothing grounded the sections or showed their purposeful relation to each
other. I found this problem similar what I found lacking in Tabloid Dreams.
Those stories are all connected by the idea that they are based on the stories
behind the tabloid headlines; other than that; however, nothing seems to hold the book
together. Yet I was intrigued by this idea of having a collection of short stories that could
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be read alone but read deeper when read together, much as Johnson had achieved, but
with using different characters throughout the collection. I wanted to combine Johnson’s
gritty personal approach with Butler’s yearning and topic strung organization.
As I began this thesis, I planned to emulate Butler’s and Johnson’s use of the first
person narrator who not only yearns but finds herself in bizarre situations that cause her
to reevaluate her world. In my thesis proposal, I stated that “I intend to explore the use of
heavy dialogue over description, absurd situations over the everyday, and character
development over plot, especially in the sense of creating a composite novel by loosely
linking the stories through characters and theme but not necessarily the story.” Actually
writing this thesis, I realized I had to find my place between Butler and Johnson to
discover my voice and a form that would work for me.
**Placing Place and Autobiography**
While searching for my voice, I learned I had to stop starting a story with too
many ideas on how the story should be with a plot preplanned or even how a character
would talk preplanned. I realized when I had switched to this type of story during my
second workshop, my stories became false and often boring. During a 1994 interview,
Kay Bonetti asked Butler, “About eleven years ago you said, ‘I write novels to explore
for myself and to reveal to others my vision of fundamental patterns inherent in the flux
of experience.’ Is that still your conviction?” (“Interview” 88). To which, Butler
responded:
Explore is the crucial word. I distinguish between literature and
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nonliterature in this way. Stephen King, Danielle Steel, even people like
Jean-Paul Sartre understand ahead of time what effect they wish to
convey, what ideas they wish to get across. Then they construct the object
to do that. The artist responds to the world directly. He has some deep
vision of order, but has no idea what that vision is until the object is
created. The artist creates the object as much to explore as to express his
vision. That’s the fundamental distinction between what artists do and
what entertainers or ideologues do. (“Interview” 88)
Reading this explanation, I realized this is how I wanted to integrate the coast into my
stories. My characters did not just need to live on the coast, they needed to respond to the
coast, which caused me to add fishing, hurricanes, and the tourist industry. Most
importantly, I learned not have these coastal activities drive the story. Applying this idea,
two of my characters have been casino employees, twelve of my major characters have
lived on the coasts of Mississippi, Louisiana, and Alabama, and all of these characters
have a distinct connection with this location. In “Temporary Duty,” Ted daydreams about
drowning his son-in-law in the Gulf of Mexico. In “August on the Patio,” Brandy has to
come home to help her mom prepare for a hurricane. In “Couched Confessions,” while
enduring the boredom of living in the woods above the coast, Helen, a former casino
employee, tries to convince her insurance selling boyfriend to leave Mobile because her
house is closer to his main selling area, New Orleans.
In this post Katrina time, I realize how important capturing these pieces of culture
is since many of these cultural elements disappeared with the storm surge on August 29,
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2005. Despite my desire to write about the coast, I, unlike Butler, have never been
attracted to the greater historical or cultural context of a place (Butler “Interview” 96).
Instead, I incorporate my own context as a black military brat born in the 1980’s who
lived mostly in Mississippi.
While race often plays a role in my stories, the stories are never about race.
Accordingly, I never start a story thinking about the race of a character. “August on the
Patio,” my most racially conscious story, is about Brandy not wanting to go to her
mother’s house for various reasons, one being that she does not want her mother to
pressure her into going to church. It touches on the issue of the role of the black church in
the black family and also on the issues of what it means for a young person born in the
80’s to be a minority when there are no separate water fountains or everyday lynchings,
but when the world certainly has yet to reach a color-blind utopia. To complicate matters,
Brandy attends a mostly white school. However, the story centers on her interaction with
mostly blacks, and even then, the focus is on her personal relationships with these
characters instead of how she relates to them as black people. I did not care to speak the
experience for every black girl on the coast at a mostly white school who attends an all
black church, but instead I chose to focus on that one character’s life.
Unlike Butler’s tackling of characters often foreign from himself, I found
Johnson’s fondness of writing semi-autobiographical stories more appealing. Although I
have not lived too many years, twenty-two years of a life should give me plenty of
experiences to grab from to write honest and interesting stories. While many
contemporary writers such as Don DeLillo avoid writing the personal, I lack the ability to
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write completely outside myself while keeping it honest, human, and believable. I cannot
forfeit those elements and expect to create good fiction. As Butler explains it, “[f]irst,
[fiction] is about human beings and it’s about human emotion” (Butler “On Madness”
58). The only emotions I trust are the ones I have experienced; while, I did not set out to
write autobiographically, all my stories have an autobiographical element.
Despite that fact, these stories are in no way an accurate representation of the
events of my life. They function as fictionalized versions of perhaps an event or two,
often including someone I knew, such as James in “We’d Love to Have You on Our
Show.” He is very much a person I know, and most of the conversations he has with
these three women are conversations he had with me— though I never dated him, nor had
any desire to, since I found his interaction with women repulsive. As much as knowing
that he kept girlfriends around just so he could meet other women turned my stomach, I
loved using those ideas in a character. And yet I, in no way, believe this story is about
that guy I once knew, nor does it tell his whole story just as Denis Johnson’s stories are
considered autobiographical but they are known to only tell “one side of the story”
(McGuiness). This taking pieces of my life and changing them into fiction illustrates the
greatest role Johnson has on this collection.
As I began revising all of my stories, I imitated Johnson’s telling one side of an
autobiographical event and expanding into to a fictional story. However, unlike Johnson,
I did not have a drug background to pull from, so I took the closest equivalent I could
pull off: sex. The amount of sex in my stories is not coincidental but not exactly planned
either. None of my stories are about sex, but most of my characters engage in or think
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about it. Sex and sexual desires unite my stories and cause my characters to meet other
characters and make decisions, similar to how the drugs in Jesus’ Son influence Fuckhead
and his friends. Sex and its implications on the lives of characters appear in every story in
this thesis.
In the first story, “Worth Leaving,” the narrator reveals in the first lines, “The day
I realized I was a sex addict, I was using the handlebars in the handicap stall in the men’s
bathroom at a bowling alley to balance myself as I fucked some guy I met on the
Internet.” From there, she goes on to discuss her relationships, including the current one.
Similarly, “Love Letter” begins with the narrator naked against his wall waiting to listen
to his neighbor wake up, so he can start off his morning properly relieved.
Not all the characters have such active sex lives. More than sex, the characters’
relationships, both physical and emotional, play an even larger role. For some of my
characters, sex does play a prominent role in their lives; but, just as Johnson does not
moralize drug usage but instead presents an array of users attempting to live their lives, I,
too, present an array of people who have sex without them focusing on morality or
analyzing sex’s role in their life. The connection sex gives (or the desire for this
connection) often forces my characters into situations where they have to confront their
pasts or make a decision about how they will be in the future, thus pushing them toward
yearning and creating plot.
**Working Within A Theme**
While I was glad to realize sex occurred throughout my stories, I realized sex
alone was not enough to band them together. After looking at “Couched Confessions,”
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my story about a dog hoarder who loves Oprah, and “Temporary Duty,” my story about a
father who wants to repair his relationship with his daughter after reading an article
written by Dr. Frank, a character inspired by Dr. Phil, I realized both stories contained
talk show references. Moreover, these characters’ relationships with the talk show hosts
influenced the structure of the story. I realized that all my characters up to that point
either thought about talk shows and their hosts or could easily be talk show guests. The
idea of talk shows intrigued me because they offer people a chance to have their story
told to a wide audience, and people crave not only watching these shows but also being
on them, even when the situations they might reveal are terribly embarrassing.
While completing research for this thesis, I watched an episode of “The Maury
Povich Show” where a young woman was attempting to find the father of her child. She
had two men on the show, one she was sure was the baby’s father, and the other was her
cousin. She was adamant that she had not had sex with her cousin, but the other man
insisted it was the cousin’s baby. In typical shocking daytime fashion, the DNA test
results revealed that she indeed had had her cousin’s baby, and she ran offstage
screaming, “I ain’t never had sex with my cousin.” The psychology behind these people
who would go on such a show is fascinating. Even the stories behind the shows are
interesting, especially in relation to shows such as Jerry Springer where no one attempts
to portray truthful events. I had to wonder what would draw a person to leave her home
and potentially disrupt her life irreparably. The only material reward I could find were
that these people were paid with trips to large cities and stays in hotel rooms to be guests
and to maybe go somewhere they would not be able to afford on their own. The
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emotional rewards seemed to be, only to have someone listen and seem to care, even if
this interest was artificial and exploitive.
Away from the openly sleazy shows are the respectable hosts such as Oprah. Her
fans tune in every day. It is a part of their lives, and after watching these hosts for
decades and buying their books and doing as they say, these viewers feel as if they know
the hosts personally and, worse yet, that these hosts are emotionally invested in their
lives. Upon realizing the potential for talk shows to be turned into stories, I fell in love
with the idea of a thesis being connected by this talk show theme. The theme allowed me
to tweak my lofty three person stream-of-consciousness narrative “Cycles” into the
attainable and grounded form of three emails to “The Maury Povich Show” now titled
“We’d Love to Have You on Our Show.” Though, I should note not all the stories even
mention talk shows. I felt understating the theme was necessary to break the gimmick
aspect; I could see all of these characters ending up on someone’s couch, though some of
their shows would be more dramatic and lively than others. Once loosely united with this
theme, my thesis gained shape as an homage to Butler and Johnson while still remaining
my own.
**Using Humor and Strengthening My Voice **
As I wrote with this new theme, I encountered new problems, especially when
incorporating humor. While working on my new stories, I had several ideas, but I learned
that as much as I want to write a certain story, the story will happen on its own; its plot
cannot be driven by ideas, including theme, especially if I have not captured the
character’s voice on paper. If the story is to be a successful piece of literary fiction as
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opposed to a plot-driven piece of mere entertainment, Butler says it cannot be willed as
you cannot:
will a work of art […] What I most strenuously try to teach my students,
because I think that those who aspire to create works of art, and even those
who are often published and credit with having done so, in fact, fail to
come to terms with something that is essential to fiction as an art form.
That is that fiction is a temporal art form. It exists in time. […] Any
Buddhist will tell you, and this one of the great truths of their religion, that
you cannot exist as a human being on this planet for even thirty seconds
without desiring something, or yearning for something. Fiction
inescapably is the art form of human yearning. […] All too often those
who aspire to create art, the characters have problems. They’ve got
attitudes. They’ve got opinions. They’ve got sensibilities. They’ve got a
voice. They’ve got a vividly evoked milieu, but none of those
automatically translates into the dynamics of desire in a story. So there’s
an inertness at the center. (Fitz 51)
So while I had directions and craft techniques, I still struggled with a couple of the
stories, especially “Temporary Duty.” This struggle reaffirmed that I am attempting to
create something more than labored entertainment. Even if it is literary, I still aim for my
craft to be entertaining, but finding a balance was difficult. As I began writing these new
stories, including “Worth Leaving” and “Couched Confessions,” I found that the humor
in the stories became distracting and made the stories seem false. Besides a few one-
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liners here and there, I did not see any of my stories as comic tales. So many of the
events, as they were in Jesus’ Son, were based on personal experience, that I lost the
distance to realize their comic potential. I had to learn that the reader does not come from
my experience and while I might find something briefly interesting, they might find it
powerfully distracting, such as the hair dying scene in “To Be Real” or the opening of
“Worth Leaving.” Butler helped me adapt to this problem. When discussing how the
humor in Tabloid Dreams was integrated, Butler explains that “humor has to be organic
to the vision. If you sit down to write a story that’s going to be funny, that is as much
writing from your head as when you sit down to write a story about some political point”
(Butler “On Madness” 65). However, he discounts the notion that serious writers cannot
be funny because writing with such purposes negates the art aspect. He asserts that they
can as long as they are being honest to the story and the purpose of the story is not to be
funny. He explains that “the nonartist knows before he begins what effect he wishes to
give the reader. Then he constructs something to do that. […] To have any preconceived
effect, even if that means to be funny, is the antithesis of the artistic impulse” (Butler “On
Madness”65). Once I cut and rephrased down some of the more outrageous aspects of my
stories to remove any constructed feel, I felt they were much more “organic” and
integrated.
Since I wrote about people having sex in bowling alleys and neighbors dressing in
camouflage to hide in the bushes and spy on their neighbor, I could not avoid that comic
element and its inherent issues, as Butler discovered while writing about characters based
on tabloid articles. Describing how he escaped the comic content ruining the story, Butler
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says, “I’m taking just the headline and then creating the character who would be behind
such a headline in very serious artistic terms. The stories are funny as well, but with
artistic seriousness dealing with the kind of character who would be behind such a
headline” (Haydel 17). Thus, sex, like the autobiography, are only parts of the story that
are further used to develop a character but do not simply define that character. These
humorous elements along with the setting and what the character learns or continues to
ignore about herself and her situation, plus the other interactions with characters, make
up the rest.
**The Art of Ending**
I am glad my stories remain somewhat humorous, as humor helps the reader
forgive the story for not arriving at a perfect happy ending or at least an ending with all
the questions answered. The power in my fiction, along with Butler and Johnson’s, is the
power of the unsaid. I have become comfortable ending stories shortly past that second
epiphany, which is not where something has necessarily happened or a decision has been
made. Often the resolution will be where either the reader’s understanding of the situation
has changed or where the character’s understanding has changed. Right now, I
purposefully omit any flashy and emotional conclusions as those endings often feel
sculpted and inorganic to the story. This type of ending is prevalent in both Butler and
Johnson’s work, as Farrin notes the “diffused conflict and sources of tension” and “lack
of resolution” throughout Johnson’s stories. From these endings, Farrin posits that
“[w]ith no material resolution and with revelations that refute the efficacy of action, the
stories appear static. But taken together, the stories track a more traditional plot with
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reversals and with resolution” (130). I wanted my fiction to be read in a similar fashion. I
already knew after writing several stories with traditional plots that I was growing away
from them, but I had not realized why readers and writers found them useful to give a
story closure, nor had I realized how I could arrive at that closure in a related but
different manner.
Both Butler and Johnson modeled appropriate ways to end stories that strayed
from Freitag’s triangle but offered closure. Noting the standard form, Farrin explains that
“[b]efore Modernism, fiction conformed to the Aristotelian plot, one that contained
mounting tension, climax, and resolution: order disrupted and order restored” (130). I
realized that while I wanted to abandon that triangle, these elements were still necessary
and very present even in my favorite Butler and Johnson stories. The climatic moment of
“Jealous Husband Returns in the Form of a Parrot” happens when the parrot realizes how
he has arrived at this place in his life. Seeing his wife naked and attempting to talk to her,
he says, “‘Poor baby,’ I say. You have yearned for wholeness too and somehow I failed
you. I was not enough. ‘Bad bird,’ I say. I'm sorry” (Butler 80). While he never can make
her understand, the fact that he understands is enough closure. It certainly does end the
story’s conflict of whether or not his wife will ever understand him because that scene
confirms the story is not about her but about him. That scene reveals his problem has
always been about him and the problem was he could not see it. It would have been the
same problem whether he were a parrot or not.
While Jesus’ Son ends on a more hopeful note, it makes no attempts to close the
triangle as it ends, “All these weirdos, and me getting a little better every day right in the
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midst of them. I had never known, never even imagined for a heartbeat, that there might
be a place for people like us” (Johnson 160). While this ending seems to lack a clear
resolution, Fuckhead seems to have found some restored order to his life by finding a
group of “weirdos” with which to belong. None of these endings, including my own,
should be read as unhappy. They are just endings that refuse to become artificial. Despite
the flaws my stories still have, they are honest, especially with their endings..
Although I have revised my stories thoroughly using different influences, they
still feel young and inexperienced, especially since the characters remain for the most
part around my age and in my limited realm of experience, but only time will allow me to
change. I fully expect my craft to grow and expand as I travel more, age more, and learn
more about myself and the whole world, not just places in Mississippi. I chose Butler and
Johnson as role models and their philosophies and styles to emulate because they will aid
me no matter how well-crafted a writer I become. Even though this thesis has been
completed, I will continue to write yearning characters as they try to navigate their lives,
as I continue navigating my own.
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CHAPTER II
WORTH LEAVING
The day I realized I was a sex addict, I was using the handlebars in the handicap
stall in the men’s bathroom at a bowling alley to balance myself as I fucked some guy I
met on the Internet. At first I thought the knocking was from our thrusting, but then I
looked down to see shiny black shoes, and I heard the officer say, “Police. Come out of
the stall.” I didn’t stop. I moved double time.
I was disappointed when the police officer – or Ronny as his badge said – didn’t
put me in cuffs. I had made a point not to put my panties back on, and I came out of the
stall with a smile and turned around, my hands behind my back and my head lowered. “I
guess I’ve been a bad girl,” I said.
Instead of the cool, confining metal cuffs, I felt his warm hands on my shoulders
turning me around. I looked up at him shaking his head and saying, “You people really
have to find another way to get your kicks.”
I was lucky I wasn’t arrested, but I was banned from the alley. I tried to tell them
that was unnecessary because I had already done it there, and after one time, a place loses
its thrill, but everyone just looked at me red-faced, them not me, and I handed the desk
clerk my rented shoes, and he gave me my heels, so I’m sorry we can’t go bowling
tonight. I know you’ve been looking forward to it all week, but we’d have to go to the
23
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alley in the next town, and to tell the truth, I can’t go there either.
I sit back looking at you looking at me in my apartment living room. You came
over an hour after you got off from working in some tall building downtown, filing
papers and adding numbers, making sure other businesses file their papers and count their
numbers properly. You think both you and your job are boring. You once told me,
“Accountants are pretty boring people. I think the job demands it. We spend our days in
offices reading reports and going through receipts. There’s not much need to talk to
anyone else and not much opportunity to do anything wild.”
I bet you wish I were more boring now, but I’m not. I’m a 30-year-old
administrative assistant who’s had more than her fair share of fun. I’ve been arrested
twice for indecency, the second time put me in a court appointed therapy group where I
learned that I should alert my boyfriends of my issues before they drove us apart. That’s
what I did. I told you before you caught me watching porn, before I even seriously
wanted to sleep with someone else. I picked a story to tell when I could have told 140
others. Despite the promises, it doesn’t seem to be making things any better. You’re
certainly not happy, not shocked. You have what I can best describe as a look of disbelief
on your face.
You look as if you’re thinking about the story I just told you and wondering if
I’m telling the truth or just trying to get out of a boring date. You’re wondering how
much have I changed since then and how long ago this all was and if I still talk to those
guys. If you’d ask, I’d tell you that I don’t and it’s been almost a year now. I’m clean,
well sort of clean. I still have sex. I had it with you five times last week though either in
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your bed or mine, nowhere particularly interesting but places I want to go back to at least.
I’m still waiting for you to say something, but you’re just looking at me through
your glasses, and your mouth is closed tight. I want to touch your hair and slide into your
lap as I assure you that all that I did before you doesn’t matter, but you’re not saying
anything. You’re thinking you need to be tested, wondering how long you have to sit
there before it’s ok to leave. The last time I told someone this, he stayed 45 minutes. It
was long enough for him to tell me he didn’t care, carry me into the bedroom, and bend
me over. It was good, hard and fast like I like it, and I wanted it, even when he stuck my
head in the trashcan and called me a fucking slut. And I felt good until he pulled out
without finishing, zipped up, and left.
You’re too nice to do me that way. I want to be nice, to be that girl you think you
want to be with. I say, “Chris, say something. We can still go out, just not bowling. You
know to eat or something?” You don’t say anything. You’re not even looking at me
anymore. I feel weighed down by all those clichés about silence hanging heavy and how
pins sound when they drop.
You finally say, “Well, Sarah, what do you want me to say? Let’s get a Big Mac
and pretend you don’t have this, this past?” You’re uncomfortable, adjusting your legs
and pulling at your pants.
I sit back in my loveseat across the room from you on the couch, and I wonder if I
shouldn’t have said anything at all. Chances are none of the workers would have
recognized me. Those places have teenage employees that turn over every two weeks
anyway. We could have played two or three games, while drinking a pitcher of beer and
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falling over each other, arms sore from launching the dense balls. I know I can’t take it
back, and I don’t want to. We’ve been seeing each other two months now, and I know I
need to be honest if this is going to go on. I could see myself lying next to you, molding
myself into you, and doing nothing else, and I needed to tell you this before you pushed
me off of you one morning, telling me you’re more than a walking dildo.
You sit up now, place your hands on your knees, and ask, “So, what do you really
mean by sex addict?” The words sound as if you’re scraping them off your tongue.
“I have a preoccupation with sexual activity that can cause me to take risks that I
know aren’t good for me.” I say it plainly, as if I weren’t talking about me but about
some stranger’s uninteresting condition I saw profiled on Sally Jesse Raphael.
“Like screwing some guy in a bowling alley bathroom?” you ask, making it as
much about me as possible. You seem angry. At least I think that’s anger. You haven’t
sworn at me before, and I guess “screwing” isn’t quite cursing, but it’s uglier t han
you’ve ever been. I didn’t anticipate that. I figured you’d be disgusted or maybe even
intrigued, but not angry.
“Yeah, like that,” I say purposefully colder than I mean it, “but not just that.” And
again we sit listening to each other not talk. I’m tired of being the one worth leaving, but
I don’t know how to say that without sounding as pathetic as I feel, so I stand up and say,
“Hey, I’ve got to use the bathroom. I’ll be right back.” I walk to the bathroom without
giving you any eye contact. I don’t have to go. I went before you came, and I haven’t
eaten or drank anything cause my stomach’s been too nervous all day. I had hoped you
would have decided you didn’t want to go bowling, but you showed up, and the first
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thing you said was, “I can’t wait to knock over those pins.” Ok, maybe that wasn’t the
first thing, you probably said “hello.” Anyway, I can’t remember what you said exactly. I
don’t understand why I don’t hear you leaving. You know as well as I do that I came in
here to make it easier for you to go if you’re going to go, but I can hear you shifting on
my couch and clearing your throat like you’ve got something to say.
As I flush the toilet, I imagine that maybe you’re not mad at all. Maybe you’ve
undressed and are lying on my sofa Burt Reynold’s style, waiting to say, “To hell with
bowling,” but when I come out, I find you exact as I left, awkward, stiff, and silent.
I sit back down, away from you. I’m surprised you’re going to break up with me
to my face, but I’m ready. I look at you, and you open your mouth and ask, “How many
people have you slept with?”
I pause.
“I can’t remember exactly,” I say. In therapy, we tried to come up with a range,
and it was somewhere between 40-50. That’s not as bad as it sounds, just about an
average of two or three partners a year since I started having sex. “About 30,” I say. I
don’t know why you’re asking me all this. Even if you don’t want me anymore, you can’t
take back having put your dick in me. “How many have you slept with?” I ask.
“I’ve never counted,” you say.
I want to tell you to count, but I can see you’re already thinking about all those
girls in the backseat of your car to on your suede futon. I know there’s been more than a
few from the way you’ve touched me. You ran your fingers up my spine, under my shirt,
unfastening my bra with one hand, a parlor trick you picked up in college. You never
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went straight for the goods, treating my shoulders as sexually as my thighs. I think you
must have had at least 30, if not more. After all, you are handsome, 35, and never been
married. You’ve had the pick of the lot, and now you’re on some self-righteous kick
because I’ve been at least interesting enough to have a past to talk about.
You stand and walk behind the couch, put your hands on its back and lean
forward and ask, “When was the date of your last STD test?”
“The 15th of last month. I came back clear. When was yours?”
You pause, arms locked. “Sometime a couple of years ago.” You trail off as if
you’ve forgotten why you’re here and how you feel.
“Are you ok?” I ask, wondering how long you’re going to stand like that. I know
it’s only been about 10 minutes since I told you about me, but it’s not like I told you I
was born a man or had a drug problem or AIDS.
“Yeah, I’m fine,” you say, walking back around, “just surprised that’s all, but I
suppose it could be worse. What’s wrong with a little sex?” You sit back down, still away
from me, but stand up and walk over to me.
Watching you move, I wonder if you’ll still have sex with me tonight. I know you
were planning on it. You shaved and smell lightly of CK One, and for a casual evening of
bowling, you’re dressed up in a button up and khakis. You look like you’re ready to go
somewhere.

CHAPTER III
AUGUST ON THE PATIO
Brandy Allen had hated the call to discipleship for as long as she could remember.
When she was six, she would pretend to be asleep on the hard brown pew while the
preacher asked the unsaved to come to God. She knew she was one of them because her
mother had been telling her that her time to give her life to God was coming. Even then,
except for her cheeks that sucked inward as she melted a chalky peppermint on her
tongue, Brandy always held her body still during the sermon and closed her eyes in time
to seem asleep when Pastor Aidle said the doors of the church were open. Now, hearing
those words again 18 years later, she dug her nails in the pew and wished she were still
asleep. She had agreed to go, and now she was being punished for it.
The last time she was on the coast, she hadn’t even come to church. She had spent
the day helping her mother put away all her fragile and chiming patio art and decorations
because of the approaching storm. After her father left thirteen years ago, her mother took
classes at the community college where she learned to decorate cakes, arrange flowers,
find constellations, and do woodwork. Although Brandy lived nearly two hours north, her
mother guilted her into coming down even though the storm was only a Cat. 2. Ever since
they moved to Ocean Springs 30 years earlier, they had only evacuated for Cat. 4's and
above. Brandy thought once her dad had left, her mom might start thinking about leaving,
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but she seemed more intent than ever on staying since she said, “God won’t give me
anything more than I can handle.”
Handling it meant that Brandy had to drive down that Saturday morning to help
her mother. They nailed the storm shutters over all the windows and gathered all the lawn
furniture and anything else likely to become airborne outside. Then inside, they put all
the freezable food in the freezer. Next, they cleaned all the tubs, and they filled them with
water, so they still had something to drink and wash up with if lines became
contaminated. After they placed candles, matches, flashlights and batteries around the
house, they had finished the normal hurricane routine. While the storm's fringes reached
the bayou, they lay in bed eating steaks that would have been ruined when the power
went out. Brandy flipped through the channels and stopped on HBO. It was a Saturday
night, and she didn't intend to fully interrupt her weekly plans of watching “Sex and the
City.”
“You don't watch this filth, do you honey?” Brandy's mom said, putting her plate
on the nightstand and picking up her Bible. “Brandy, turn off the TV please. There's
something I want us to talk about.”
“Can't it wait? I'll mute the TV and read the captions if you like. Besides why do
you even still have HBO? I can't imagine you watching half the shows on these
channels.”
“Habit I suppose. That's what I want to talk to you about, habits. Have you found
a church up there yet? Are you paying your tithes? You know God gives you so much,
and I'm afraid you've just gotten in the habit of not giving him anything. Let me show
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you the scripture about tithing.” She began flipping through Psalms, Matthew, and then
she turned to the index.
“You know I only go to church while I'm here. There's no need to show me
anything.”
“I know, but it's time for you to start. That's how your father went wrong.
Almost got the whole family wrong. He was right about the deaconesses, and I did want
to join for the wrong reasons, but he was wrong to think he didn’t need church. And well,
I’m not going to silently let you make the same mistake. You're not a child anymore. You
can't get away with that. I don't want you ending up like him, a grown man without a
purpose.” She pushed her glasses back on her nose and continued searching through the
golden-edged, un-creased, clean pages.
“Mom, just let it go. I'll go to church tomorrow. It'll be fine.”
“No, it won't be fine, you're turning out to be just like him.”
“Like him? My God, I wish I were like him. Do you really wish I had never left
home, never learned better?”
“Better than what? You can't ever do any better than God. You think you're too
good for everything. That's y'alls problem.”
“Mom, please just let it go. I don't want to talk about God.”
“Whether you want to or not...”
“Mom, it's time for you to move on to a new hobby. This Jesus stuff is getting old
fast. In fact, it's been old for years. Things don't have to be dramatic for them to be real.
You don't have to save me. I don't need to be saved. I'm fine how I am. And you know
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what, people don't change. They don't have revelations. They don't suddenly repent and
see the error of their ways. It just doesn't happen. It didn't happen for dad. It's not going
to happen for me, and it hasn't even happened for you. If you had really changed, you
wouldn't still be trying to make me pay for your own sins and his.”
Her mother tightly pinched her lips, creating a crown of wrinkles that seemed to
spread over her face, from the deep lines in her sullen cheeks to the crow's feet around
her eyes. Barely unclenching her lips, she whispered, “I pray for you. I just want you to
know that.” Brandy turned off the TV and put her arm across her crying mother's
shoulder as she used to nightly after her father left.
“Mom, let’s check the Weather Channel before the power goes out and see what
this storm’s really doing.”
The power never went off. The storm had veered further east and hit Mobile. Only
the weaker western side hit them. The only real damage they had was the storm gutters
and railing which was half-rotted and looking for an excuse to come down. This was
August on the coast. They went outside to clean up before the midday church service. As
Brandy picked up debris in the yard, she asked if she could take some wind chimes to
Hattiesburg since they couldn’t be hung until the roof work was done.
“Well if I can’t make you go to church today or make you believe in anything, I
suppose you can take the chimes if you remember that’s God’s breath that makes them
sing.” While she drove back to Hattiesburg with the chimes in her passenger seat, she
thought about when she and her mother had made them, back when they would go to the
craft store and pick out beads, strings, and bells. They’d sit on the patio watching the
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colors reflect and talk about the songs the arrhythmic chimes reminded them of. One had
little glass prisms that would paint the white house with rainbows. They covered every 6
inches of the porch with chimes.
It was those damn chimes that got her back down here. August was over, and
hurricane season was dying down. Her mother had just gotten the roof repaired and
wanted some of them back. So here she was, wearing an ill-fitting khaki suit that her
mother had bought soot-damaged at Hudson's Treasure Hunt. The color looked good
against her warm brown skin, but the suit was really a size too big, and she was sure her
mother had bought it that way on purpose. The last time she had come to church in her
slim cut black slacks and red button up shirt, her mother asked, “Why are you wearing
those tight pants in the house of the Lord?” Brandy didn't want any trouble this time. She
just wanted to go come to the coast, visit her mother, do some shopping, and go back the
two hours north to Hattiesburg without any incidents, so she put on the too big suit that
made her feel as if she were playing dress up.
Brandy didn't hate church exactly. It served a purpose like most things in this
world. Since her parents lived in the whitest city on the coast, it was her connection to
blackness. It wasn't the blackness she saw on TV with big grandmotherly types and wily
old men. It was blackness like her, medium brown, yellow, burnt, red, coastal
Mississippi, sans twang but with the slight drawl that only tourists heard. The blackness
her father had passed on to her. “Black folk got to stay together as long as we aren't
holding each other back,” he would tell her. “I know it's not easy on you going to this
white school, baby girl, but this here is an opportunity for you. Here you won't be
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distracted by boys and drugs, and you'll be able to make something of yourself.” He'd tug
on her coarse pigtail as he dropped her off for class.
Looking around the 7:45 congregation, she saw the grown-up faces of the
children who were never her friends. Being black didn't make her cool in Sunday school
like it did Monday through Friday when her classmates asked if her parents were drug
dealers and if Master P. was her cousin. At church, Michael Brown and his friends hadn't
asked her anything since they were six, and he had asked, “Why you talk funny? Do you
think you white or something?” She remembered how the red lines raised across his face
after she had scratched him. While she waited for Rev. Aidle to come in with a switch
and beat them both for acting up in church, she sat on the pew scratching her own arms
wishing she'd see something besides the white ashy lines. Since then, Michael ignored
her until she was 11. That was the year her mother began standing over her in the half
bathroom, wetting washcloths with steaming water and then placing the cloths on her
face to bring the puss out. Once the white head appeared, she'd squeeze her skin with
plastic fingernails, and the white thick puss would pop out and little drops of blood would
gather on her checks. When she'd go to Sunday school, Michael would whisper about the
scars and the zits that occupied her forehead and cheeks, and the kids would smile at her
and say she looked pretty before bursting into laughter. Brandy would wish that she could
bring her friends from school to Gulfport to beat up Michael and those other high yellow
kids.
Brandy was glad Michael wasn't in church today, at least not at this service. Last
she heard, he had knocked up Lisa Jackson again and was suspected in knocking over an
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Exxon off of I-10. Her mother swore it wasn't his ski-mask covered face on the security
tape that played on WLOX news, but Brandy knew his big forehead and scrawny yellow
lips from anywhere. When she said so, her mother asked why she was always so hateful
toward Michael who had always been so nice to her. Brandy just shrugged her shoulders.
When she was 16 and prom dateless, her mother had suggested she ask Michael if she
wanted a date so bad. Pointing out a sequined blue dress in a Delia's catalogue, her
mother said, “Michael's a good Christian man, you know? I think he'd make a great prom
date. This blue would really bring out his eyes.”
“Yeah, a great Christian with his baby mama and 2-year-old. And you know I
don't wear blue. It makes me look too dark.”
“Baby, you're brown. You're always going to be dark. The best you can hope for
is to marry a light-skinned man like Michael, and maybe your children will lighten up.
Besides, being Christian doesn't mean perfect. All he needs is a strong woman like you.
He’s from one of the best families. Plus, you always loved kids. Besides that Lisa
Jackson is a lie, and you know it. That baby could be anybody's.”
“Don't you go filling her head with all that light skinned stuff now,” her father
said. “Besides, Brandy don't need a date. She needs to graduate and go to college. She
can find a good black man there, learn who she is, experience more than baby-making.”
Although her father wasn't around, Brandy did go to college, but she didn't meet a
man. She studied English because her father said, “Language is the key to change. All
them Asian people sneaking in here are having children that speak proper English much
better than you and me, and they're taking all the jobs now.”
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So Brandy went to the University of Southern Mississippi and learned the
difference between a gerund and a participial phrase. She also worked on the Student
Printz writing opinion articles about the plight of the educated, socially responsible black
scholar and sent the clippings to her dad in Memphis who republished them on the
NAACP website. After graduation, she asked if she could go live with him, but he said
Memphis was too full of distractions for a young, educated woman, and that she'd do
better staying in Hattiesburg, which like all Mississippi cities was big enough to have
four lane roads but too small for skyscrapers. So she sat in her one bedroom apartment
wondering if there were any pecan trees in Central Park.
Brandy couldn't help but wonder if this morning's sermon was about Michael or if
she’d never get over her mother’s idea of them being a perfect match. Just because they
were born on the same day and their mothers had had a baby shower together, didn’t
mean they were betrothed. Everything in the church seemed to somehow be about
Michael. Her mother always turned it around to Michael being a good husband for her.
When he used to play drums for the choir, her mother would hint that he had an artist’s
sensitive soul. When he was captain of the praise team, she would hint that a man like
that who could put on a good show and not be afraid would be able to provide for his
family. Her mother’s favorite was to mention that he always volunteered to deliver the
Lord’s Supper to the sick and shut in. She’d say, “Get a man who’ll stay by your side,
even when you’re sick and old.” Brandy started to believe that he was doing these things
just to get her attention and save her, so she was always trying to find the devil in him,
but Lisa Jackson beat her to it. Since then, Brandy felt like she had won, and she was still
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waiting for the rest of the church, including her mother, to catch on. So she hoped this
sermon was really about him because at least it made church more interesting.
Reverend Aidle was talking about doing things on God's time instead of your
time. The congregation nodded and said “Amen” at all the appropriate times, especially
when he said, “God provides for his children. There's never anything you need that God
won't give you. He'll give you food, (Amen) shelter (Amen) and money (AMEN). You
don't have to go stealing for what God's gonna give you....”
Brandy felt like she was part of a TV show audience, and she wondered if red
flashing applause sign would magically descend from the unpainted rafters. She noticed
that the number of “Amens” increased as the pastor's voice over-elongated every vowel
and nearly spit with every consonant. She wondered if any sociological studies had ever
been done on the southern black Baptist church.
In her freshman sociology class, she watched a movie about some Holy Ghost
mountain people who believed in snake handling. Despite their white skin, white trash
clothes, and thick accents, their wild faith reminded her of home, but she thought it would
be much more interesting if the Holy Ghost people had had a full gospel choir. She
figured the stomping praise dancers, tambourines, and the swashing choir robes would
just agitate the snakes who'd end up killing everybody before they could even pray. Her
father said black church was always about more show than service. He had stopped going
when he realized the deaconesses were more concerned with how they looked than
serving the community, and he didn’t want his family going that way. The whole family
stopped going for a while. Her mother would pack them all lunches and hum church
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songs while they spent Sundays on the Biloxi bridge fishing for trout, croaker, and
sheephead. As the sailboats floated beyond the casinos, her father pointed to a pod of
dolphins splashing in the distance. “Look there Brandy,” he said, “that's all the God we
need. If we could just live like the animals we wouldn't have any problems.”
“Dear, don't go filling her head with that nonsense. God's word says we have to
go to church to study. I don't plan to spend another Sunday out here getting darker. Next
Sunday, we'll start looking for a new church home,” her mother said, reaching into the
bait bucket and casting close to the bridge.
“God is something you have to find on your own, Ruth. I don't think I need
church anymore. At least not this Baptist stuff.” He looked as if he meant to say more,
but Brandy's pole began to nod. He told her to pick it up carefully and then to slowly reel,
making the fish take a larger bite out of the shrimp. As she began to reel, her father's
poles began nodding, and then her mother’s began jerking too. They brought home two
coolers full. Brandy brought them sodas as they chopped off the heads and scraped off
the sequin scales. Her father sang made-up songs about the great fishing day. “This catch
was surely a blessing,” her father said. “Yes, definitely a blessing,” her mother answered
and began humming “Guide Me Over Thy Great Jehovah.” As she watched her mother
and father hum and filet the multitude of fish, she wondered if this was how Jesus felt.
***
Hearing Aidle's plea, Brandy realized she was zoning out again. “There's someone
here today who shouldn't be, someone who hasn't been listening to God, someone who
thinks they can live without God, but I'm here to tell you that the only reason you are here
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today, yessir, today, you are here only because GOD put you here, and God doesn't do
anything without a reason, and that reason is, yessir, that reason is, he's waiting for you to
make the decision to come to him. . .” Aidle yammered on the same come-to-Jesus
speech he had given every Sunday since he first came to First Missionary Baptist Church.
On the fifth row from the front, Brandy looked at her watch as she had every first,
second, third, and forth Sunday since she started coming church. She wondered if anyone
besides the children really believed him, and she wasn't even sure if she ever believed
him, but when she was 11, she told him she did.
That morning her father had been gone a month to the date, June 10, 1993. They
had come home from church and expected to find him in the backyard cleaning fish, but
as they stepped out of the car, they only smelled the heavy mix of honeysuckle and
magnolia. Brandy pushed open the privacy fence and called for a father. He had left two
letters. Brandy had only seen her own:
Dear Brandy,
I won 't be living with you and your mother anymore. Things just
aren 't going as I imagined. The coast is too quiet. I thought when I moved
to Mississippi, I'd be in a place of change, but the only thing that's
changed has been me. I'd given up the fight and lost sense of my purpose.
We all have purposes. Your mother's is to take care of you and give the
love only a mother can give. Yours is to love your mother and myself
despite all the things we do wrong. My purpose, that's what I've gone to
find out. I've already taught you how the world works and made sure you
grew up better than I did. I'm sure God has more planned for me than
that. Right now things are too easy. I can't live in a house, working every
day, and doing everything right and expect to serve anyone but myself. I'll
call you in a few days. I need you to be strong for your mother and listen
to her. Don't worry. I'm not gone forever.
Love, Dad
Her mother burned her letter in the fireplace and mumbled something about
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blasphemy and Muslims. Brandy hid her own letter in her pocket and kept it between her
mattress and box springs. “Brandy, do you want your father to come back?” her mother
asked. Brandy nodded. “Then today when Pastor Aidle extends the call to discipleship,
we need you to go give your life to Jesus.”
“But Momma, I'm not ready. Jesus hasn't told me to go yet.”
“Brandy, that's only cause you ain't listening. Your daddy leaving was Jesus' sign
that it was time for you to go. Now don't argue with me. I'm going to go up there with
you, and we're going to give our lives over to God, and he's going to make everything
alright. Don't you even think of pretending to be asleep. We got to do this.”
So Brandy walked up that aisle with her mother's hand on her shoulder, her knees
threatening to lock. Her voice sounded pure as it echoed through the speakers across the
congregation as she said, “Yes, I believe that Jesus died for my sins and rose.” She
wondered if this was the community her father had been talking about when everyone it
seemed came up and hugged her including Michael. She was glad to not be the only
person in the juniors Sunday school class who didn't know what communion tasted like.
***
This morning, no one was coming to God. The aisle was empty except for the
once plush burgundy carpet that stretched from the door to the altar.
“Stop looking at your watch. It's rude,” her momma whispered as she swatted at
her wrist. Brandy hid her arm against her side as Aidle concluded, “It is my power to
extend, yours to accept or to reject. The doors of the church are now closed.”
As the notes of “What a Fellowship” resonated from the organ and the piano and
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the congregation began hugging and handshaking, Brandy felt claustrophobic. She didn't
like all these people in her space, their perfumes, peppermint and chocolate breath, and
sweat all amalgamating into a putrid stench. Brandy began her exit down the aisle, sliding
her slender body past hugging people and avoiding others who wished to bless her, when
she heard her name come out of Michael's mom's mouth.
“It's so good to see you home again Sister Allen,” said Sister Brown.
“Yes, so good. We're all so proud of you,” Sister Blackmon said. “You were the
only of the church scholars from your class to use your scholarship money at a university.
We tell all the young ones now about how good you did.” She grabbed Brandy and
enveloped her in her fat arms that smelled like Crisco.
Brandy smiled politely and said, “It's always good to visit. That church
scholarship paid for my books.” She was tempted to ask how Michael was dealing with
his recent fame, but she figured the shorter the conversation, the sooner she could leave.
As the women asked her about what classes she had taken and what she got her degree in,
she regretted taking any of that church money, but she thought she had earned it. She was
baptized. All the other girls seemed to be dropping too many babies to use the scholarship
anywhere besides at Jefferson Davis Community College where they'd take one or two
classes and quit.
“Yes, it's always good to come home to the house of the Lord again. Lord knows
that scholarship helped me when I was at USM in the 60's. It was a different world back
then. The only support I had was the church, amen. We have to take care of our own.
Even today. Say, you know my Michael asks about you,” Sister Brown said.
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“I bet he does. I hear he's busy these days.”
“Yes, busy for the Lord, but he should be in Sunday school. I'm sure you'll see
him there.”
“What are you doing now? Teaching school? I seem to remember your mother
writing about you getting a job somewhere in the church bulletin,” Sister Blackmon
asked.
“Yes, I'm an English instructor at Hinds Community College,” Brandy said as she
heard her mother ring the Sunday school bell. The congregation hushed and began
milling into the sanctuary hall and into the classrooms divided by age and/or sex and/or
marital status. With a quick hug, Sister Brown and Sister Blackmon joined the flock,
toting their bags of Jolly Ranchers and Bible crosswords. As a child, she had asked her
mother why everyone ate candy in the sanctuary when the bulletin said, no food or drink
was allowed, and if food and drink were forbidden, did God get mad at them every first
Sunday when they took communion at the altar. Her mother said that the no food and
drink rules were man's rules, and that God's rules took precedence, and as long as they
didn't throw the wrappers on the floor, they could obey both rules. “And besides, God
knows we get hungry. A little candy helps sweeten his word,” she’d say, slipping a treat
into her hand.
As she watched the sisters rush off to teach their classes, she turned toward the
door. She hated how her black pumps clunked against the wooden floor, almost as much
as she hated the brown wooden pews, and the brown people that sat in them, and the
Sundays she sat among them. Near the door, her mother stood with the silver bell held
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steadied in her hands. Brandy looked at the colors the stained glass made on her mother's
off-white tights that looked like the rainbows made by the wind chimes. She thought
about saying something, but didn’t. She had no intentions of staying the 3 hours from
service to church training to Sunday school. It was finally September, and she had papers
to grade back home and last night's episode of “Sex and the City” on TIVO to watch.
Brandy’s mother, in a shapeless black suit, approached her. Brandy noticed how well that
suit helped her fit in with the other church ladies who gossiped as they walked to their
classes.
“Are you not staying for Sunday School? Sister Warren runs the young adults
class now, and I think you'd really enjoy it.”
“When'd you start ringing the bell?”
“Well, I figured it was time to listen to God and to start being active in the church
like he had been telling me to be for years, and now that I'm retired, I have the time to do
it,” her mother said in a proud voice.
“Well, I'm going back to Hattiesburg. I'll see you again soon,” Brandy said as she
continued to walk toward the doors. “Enjoy the wind chimes I brought back.”
“Brandy,” her momma called as she walked past her, “tomorrow isn't promised
you know?”
“Mom, if I die today, do you really want that to be the last thing you said to me?”
“Yes, I need to know that I tried. Here.” She reached into her bag and handed her
a soft peppermint. “I don't want you getting hungry on the road.”
As Brandy walked through the tall double doors, Michael was coming in holding
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his daughter’s hand. His forehead wasn't as big as she remembered. She realized it had
been some years since she had seen him close up. “Excuse me, Miss,” he said, not
recognizing her.
“No, excuse me, Michael.” She walked on before he could respond.
In her car, Brandy took a left, as she turned off Pass Road on to Cowan-Lorraine
where her father's pier still stood. As she drove down highway 90, she watched the
seagulls dive at the bread a white child was throwing up in the air. With wide wings, the
birds swooped down at the child's hands, and the child ran away toward parents who
were walking on a pier that had been battered by the hurricane. She looked along the
shore at the shrimp boats disappearing past the islands and remembered how her dad
continued to go fishing while they went back to church. He always left before they did, so
she could never ask him to take her with him. She wondered if she'd be any different
now, if they had kept going with him. She remembered how she told her mother once that
God loved fishing because Jesus was a fisher of people and since God loved families and
fishing, he wouldn't be mad if their family went fishing together like they used to.
“Brandy, it's wrong to twist scripture to make it say what you want it to say.”
Brandy took a right on to I-10. She thought she saw a man that looked like the old
Michael hitchhiking, but when she looked at him in her rearview mirror, she thought he
looked like her father; no not her father, but The Father, hidden in a dirty khaki trench
coat much too heavy for Mississippi even in mid September. He had lowered his thumb
and seemed to stare into her eyes, as he grew smaller in her mirror. She thought about
picking him up, but he looked like he stank of crawfish and sand, so she drove on home
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to Hattiesburg, where she knew she'd find a message waiting for her on the answering
machine. She thought about how she'd tell her mother that God only existed because
people are afraid of the unknown and that almost every culture has virtually the same
type of religion, one that explains meaning and offers hopes, and unifies society, and it
wasn’t her fault that her dad didn't come back. She had done what she was supposed to
do, and it wasn’t not her fault that she wasn't ready, it wasn’t her fault that she saw the
world like her father, and it didn’t make her a bad person. It didn't. No, it didn't.

CHAPTER IV
LOVE LETTER
We share a wall as thin as parchment. I can hear her movements, her arch sinking
into the carpet, her fingers brushing her hair out of her face. Cheap apartments use cheap
supplies, and the $325 a month rent for 2 bedrooms and 1.5 baths at Canterbury was too
good to pass up, especially since I already had a roommate from the dorms. I would have
paid more, if I had known these sheetrock walls would put me this close to her. A full
bath separates my roommate Rick from me. He has the front view of the parking lot and
her car, and I have the back view of our porch and some trees. More importantly, having
the backroom means I share a wall with her, and because of that, I know on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays at 6:45 she wakes up to an obnoxious alarm clock that
screeches as if it were right next to me. She never snoozes or lets the alarm beep more
than three times. Sometimes I hear her smack it against the wall, and the thud frightens
me away. I’ve learned to set my alarm for 6:30 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and
for 7:45 on Tuesday and Thursday.
Today is Friday, October 27th. It is 6:30. I have taken off my boxers and pressed
my body against the cool, white wall. My ceiling fan blows gusts of air against my back
and millions of raised bumps cover my body. I hear only my breathing as I wait for the
“ANH ANH ANH” of her alarm, and there it goes. My breath makes an oval of
46
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condensation on the wall. I turn my head and switch ears. I hear Jimmy Buffet’s
“Volcano” like most mornings. She sings a duet with him. I wish I could be so happy in
the morning. I sing softly with her:
“I don’t know.
I don’t know.
I don’t know where I’m a gonna go
when the volcano blow.”
This song reminds me of home. As I sing, my erection nudges my hips from the wall. I
want to tell her what she does to me, but she’s hard to talk to. I haven’t been able to
breach her shyness, but it isn’t from lack of trying.
I first saw her when Rick and I moved in three months ago. Our small apartment
was filled with boxes, but we didn’t feel like unpacking. That night, to celebrate our first
college apartment, Rick and his friends Eric and Alex bought some Natty Lite. Since
freshman year, cheap beer and Jenna Jameson haven’t really been my thing, so I wasn’t
talking with the guys or watching the TV. Instead, I was thinking about how we had done
this for the past two years, and I wanted something more. I was wondering if these
classes meant anything outside of college and what kind of life I’d have as an engineer,
fixing things someone else made poorly or making something poorly to be fixed by some
else, and I wondered then if I’d ever know success or at least ever understand what it
really is.
Up in my room, I could hear Rick and the guys chopping up a broken bookshelf
with the hatchet Rick keeps in his truck’s toolbox. Though I was lying in the dark, my
room was suddenly filled with yellow light from the fire that leapt higher than it should
have. Rick’s an idiot—hard working, dependable, but definitely an idiot.
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I looked out of my window and saw Rick attempting to douse the fire with a beer.
Luckily, Eric put the fire out with the water hose. Before I could congratulate him on his
grown-up decision, I heard a knock at the door. Rick and his friends were back inside, but
they didn’t answer it. I heard them trying to be quiet, but one would start laughing, and
it’d run through all of them. The knock came again but louder, so I went downstairs.
When I opened the door, a scantily dressed woman with her lips pulled tight and her arms
crossed tapped her foot at my door. She wore a pink tank top and maroon shorts. Her
hair was matted on the left side, and I could tell she had been sleeping. I was clearing my
throat to introduce myself when she said, “What the hell is with the bonfire?” She looked
past me at Rick, who had come up behind me. She continued, “I was in bed when I heard
this chopping, and then I looked out of my window and saw you starting a fire.” She
pointed at Rick, who had this dopey “who-me” look on his face.
I hadn’t been a part of the fire, and I wasn’t going to catch hell for it. Rick moved
in front of me and said, “I only wanted some smores.”
I thought she might slap him, but he promised never to do it again. “You better
not,” she said, and then she left, and I saw MSU printed across her shorts. For the first
time since arriving at Mississippi State University, I felt school-spirited.
After he closed the door, Rick said, “Man, nice neighbor we got. She was pissed
off. She barely put on any clothes before she came over here. Did you see those
headlights beaming?”
“How could I not? I thought she was going to put my eyes out,” Eric said as he
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turned up the volume to the porn playing on the TV.
“Dude, let’s start another fire. Maybe she’ll come back wearing less,” Alex said,
moving some boxes out of his way so he could lie in front of the TV closer to Jenna.
“You guys shut up,” I said. “She’s a person you know, not like those girls in
those videos, and who knows what she has to do in the morning,”
I was embarrassed for them. I’m still am, especially since Rick’s been an asshole
lately. He’s been avoiding me since that night. He has class at 9, but I don’t have class
until 10. Today, I am skipping class. I have too much work to do. I know she likes mail.
Whenever I see her come back from the mailboxes, her mood always changes. If she is
empty-handed or receives a bill, she looks disappointed and sometimes angry, but as she
unfolds a letter, she smiles like an anime character. I want to make her smile like that,
and today I will. I am writing her a letter to let her know how I feel. I sit down at my desk
and look at a blank page. I’m bad with words. I just can’t express myself how I mean to,
but I guess if I never write anything, she’ll never know, so I pick up my pencil and try:
Hi neighbor,
Hi, my name is Marcello. I’m sorry we’ve never spoken more than a few
words, but from the first time I saw you, I wanted to take care of you and change
your life. We could be great, you and I. I’m your boy next door. A pretty girl like
you shouldn’t be living alone. You must be lonely, and I can always be there for
you.
No, that’s wrong. It doesn’t sound anything like me. My feelings are beyond words. I
mean I do worry about her, and I don’t know why she’s living in a two-bedroom
apartment by herself. It’s really just too much space for one person. It’s dangerous really,
but she shouldn’t want me just because she’s lonely. She should want me for me and not
just because I’m next door. It’s so hard to talk about myself. I need someone’s view of
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me, so I can be more objective.
Rick should be home soon. I can ask him to help me with my letter. I think this is
a good chance for us to start being friends again. I’d like for the three of us, my girl,
Rick, and myself to start hanging out. I think we’d have fun. I hear Rick’s diesel truck
churning the parking lot. I sit down on the couch and wait for Rick. He can be a good
friend when he wants to be. As he comes in, I ask, “Hey man, I was hoping you could
help me with something.”
“With what?” He sits on the sofa across from me. I don’t want to speak too loudly
since these walls aren’t the thickest, so I move closer, and he straightens up.
“Ok man, I’m trying to write this letter to this girl that I kind of like.”
“Really? Who is she? Let me see what you’ve got.” He moves closer and reaches
for the letter.
“Wait, first don’t be too hard on me. It’s not much. I’m just not sure what to say
to her, you know?” I hand Rick my un-crumbled draft from earlier. His lips move as he
reads. It’s not a long letter. I don’t know why it’s taking him so long to get through it. I
don’t know why his brow is all wrinkled like that. It’s probably the words. He always
makes that face when he reads.
“Um dude, you might want to tone this down a little. You don’t want to scare her,
but it’s a good start. Who’s the girl?”
“I don’t really want to say.”
“Why not? It’s not Sarah again, is it? No, it can’t be. She must be ugly or fat or
something? You always like the weirdos though you know what they say about birds of a
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feather and all that shit.”
“No, she’s not fat or even weird.”
“Whoa killa, back down. I was just messing with you. I’m sure she’s lovely. Hey,
me and the guys are going out tonight for some beers. Want to go with us? You haven’t
been out with us in awhile.”
“Naw man, I got work to do, but I will go out soon once everything is worked
out.” I take the letter back from him, as he stands up.
“Alright man, I’ll drink a beer or two for you.”
Rick’s really not a bad guy, just not as experienced or cultured as I’ve grown to
want. Honestly, I hadn’t considered that I might scare her. She does look the kind to be
easily scared. She’s not very big, and I’m sure guys are always falling in love with her. I
know when I’ve watched her come in at 3:30 in the morning, she rushes from her car to
her door and locks the deadbolt. Girls have to be safe. There are a lot of crazy guys out
there. Just because Starkville is a small town, doesn’t mean there aren’t creeps around. I
still lock all my doors. If I were her boyfriend, I’d protect her from all that. I wonder why
she doesn’t have a boyfriend. She’s gorgeous all right, smart, fun to be around. Maybe
she’s in between guys. I hope she’s into guys. She has to be. She’s way too pretty to be a
lesbian, and I’ve never seen any girls spend the night, and if they had, I certainly would
have heard everything. She does have that one friend. She doesn’t spend the night or
anything, but occasionally they cook dinner. I can usually smell the garlic through the air
ducts, but that’s just her girl friend not her girlfriend, probably her future maid of honor.
I’ll have to make sure to get on her good side. She can help me woo her, then we can sit
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around remembering how fun it was getting us together and how easy we got together.
It is 7:45, and Rick just left for the bar just in time for her 8:00 pm shower. When
I hear the water running, I go to my bathroom. I imagine her lifting her snug tank top
over her head and messing up her hair. It is sticking straight up like she stuck a butterknife in a wall socket. I smooth it down for her. She smiles at me. Her small breasts are
full on her thin body. Her pointy nipples are darker than the rest of her medium brown
skin. I lick them to see if they taste like the chocolate color they resemble. I never shower
with her. I only sit on the toilet and wait for her body, beaded with water, to drip toward
me. I rub my fingers over her smooth warm wet flesh. Steam comes off her skin in
waves. Steam is all around, and it’s hard to see. She’s wet, but her flesh feels perfect. I
rub until I’m done.
I think about our showers while I start writing again. I need to give her my
background to show that I am safe, but I also need to show her how much I love her.
Maybe I’ll write:
Hello,

I’ve been watching you for three months now and I like what I see. My
name is Marcello Martin. I’m short, light brown, and handy. I am a
student at MSU like you. I have lived in Mississippi for 13 years. My
parents brought me to this country when I was 7 because they wanted me
to get an education and marry a nice woman like you. My mother will love
you. She will feed you because you are skinny but don’t worry. I love you
skinny. I love you short and brown like myself but darker. I love your
glasses. You are so delicate, so feminine, so perfect…

Scratch that. Women don’t like it when you reveal too much of your thoughts. She’ll
probably ask where I am from, so many of them ask. I guess I look too tall to be
Mexican, but I am, well at least my father was. He’s the one who taught me how to woo
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a woman. He said, “Son, a woman does not fall in love unless you tell her to. That’s how
I married your mother. She was an anthropologist studying in my village, when I said,
‘You will marry me.’ And she did.”
I think of how I’ll tell our children how we fell in love the day I saw her at the
mailbox. It was two days after the bonfire incident. I was checking my mail when she
parked in front of our building. I got ready to walk over and apologize for the fire and to
finally learn her name. As she stepped out of her car, I first saw that yellow dress. It was
short with blue flowers. The yellow was faded from several washes. I didn’t blame her
for wearing it so much. It looked good on her. The yellow made her brown skin seem
darker. She popped her trunk to reveal a sea of blue Wal-Mart bags. As she walked to her
trunk, I could hear the clip clop of her flip flops smacking the bottoms of her feet. As she
bent over to reach the bags, her dress lifted high up her thighs, and I decided to check the
mail a little longer. Her thin arms strained as she carried the bags into her apartment. I
wondered what was in them, and I wondered how strong she was. I bet I could overpower
her. I broke my trance and decided to help her carry in the rest of her bags, but I didn’t
move. She quickly returned and reached further in her trunk. She posed on her toes, and I
wished I had my camera. I was never caught that unprepared again. As she bent over, I
saw a glimpse of pink panties, and I felt like a pervert. I didn’t want to be her pervert or
her stalker, so I blew my breath in my cupped hand. I shouldn’t have eaten onions on my
hamburger, but it wasn’t that bad. She would get over it. I closed my mailbox and began
walking over. As I approached, she looked at me and smiled. I was so close, but then her
phone rang, and she slammed her trunk and ran inside.
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It is 8:20. I have somehow wasted my night writing letters and tearing them up. I
thought about trying to get into her mail to see what kind of letters she normally receives,
then I’d have a better idea of what would go. It’s weird to love someone and to know
they’re perfect for you, but not to know them on the lesser, everyday level. I could wait
around until the mail runs today and break into her mailbox. I bet I could do it with a
butter knife, but even if I do that, I can’t be sure there’ll be anything but bills in there.
That’s not how I want to go about things. It’s too shady. Girls don’t like shady. They like
honest, strong men like John Wayne. I don’t think she watches westerns. She doesn’t
actually watch much TV from what I can tell.
***
She and Rick have both left for their morning classes. My hair is damp, and I am
sitting at my desk again, trying to explain to her why she will be with me. I write:
Dear Neighbor,
I am Marcello, and I’m very interested in meeting you. I’ve been
watching you. Well I’m a nice guy with a big heart. I love little women like
yourself who I can hold and protect. I like reading, writing, and anything
you want. I am an engineering major. I’m short, but I’m powerful.
No, that’s crap. I’m trying too hard. It’s 9:10. I’m going to look in her room for
inspiration. She never closes her blinds. Her walls are covered in Picasso prints. She must
study art. I like to put on my camo and sit in the bushes behind our apartment building
and observe her. While I was watching her a few weeks ago, she inspired me to write,
which I never do. That night she was only wearing striped blue panties, and she sat on her
bed blow-drying her hair. She was so beautiful and perfect that I put down my binoculars
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and picked up my observation notebook and wrote:
You are the night—
slipping and stealing.
You are dark
Except your smile.
You are, and I am,
But we are not;
But I am not done.
Rereading that poem and remembering how she looked that night, I now know what to
say. Love is crazy like that. It really is inspiration. I know how all those poetry guys must
have felt. Beauty is truth, and truth is life. I quickly scribble, balancing my book on my
knee:
Hi,

You don’t know me, but I live in the same complex as you. I saw you once
or twice and I wanted to meet you but never had the time until now. I am Marcello
and I would like you to give me a call at 662-695-9521. Maybe I can meet you
finally and have a conversation over lunch.
I think that’s what is called understatement. It’s like bait to get her in and then at lunch I
can show her all the things I feel. It’s really foolish to think I could have written down
my love. Words are just windows of opportunity. I hear Rick’s truck pull up, and I go to
show him my new letter. He reaches the back door before I even get back inside.
“Hey Marcello, what’s up, man?”
“I’ve written the perfect letter. Want to see?” I hold it up for him, but he doesn’t
take it. He just looks out the back window.
“What were you doing in the backyard?” He’s looking in my eyes. He doesn’t
understand. Damn, I hear her apartment door close. I missed seeing her during our usual
time today. I must get upstairs and listen to what she’s doing now.
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“Marcello? You there? What’s going on?”
“Nothing besides you fucking my schedule up. I have things to do.”
“Dude, you’re getting weird. Unless you’ve got some portal in your room, you
haven’t left the house besides going in the backyard in six weeks. You have to be failing
your classes. All you do is lock yourself in your room and shower. For the last two days,
you’ve just been talking about this love letter.”
“If you were a real friend, you wouldn’t be spying on me. You’d be trying to help
me. Just because I don’t go out with you, doesn’t mean I don’t do anything. I’ve just been
busy doing things,” I say and brush past him.
“We need to talk, for real. Chris asked me if I wanted to move in with him since
his roommate is leaving next week, and I’m thinking about it. I moved in with you
because I’d thought we’d have fun and finally have a place to bring chicks back to, but
ever since Sarah, you’ve been off. That was almost a year ago. She was just a ho. Bros
before hoes. Remember that.”
“She was just a ho, and I am perfectly aware of that. I don’t know why you bring
her up. I’m over her. I’ve moved on, and apparently not just from her, but you. Move out.
Choke on a beer. I don’t care.”
I didn’t look back at him on the way to my room. This is exactly why I need her.
People in this world are trifling and backstabbing and will leave you cold. It’s just you
and me baby against the world, I think while looking at a picture of her talking on the
phone. I copy the letter from my observation notebook on to a clean, crisp sheet of
notebook paper. I use a thick, black permanent marker to make sure she can read it. I
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write carefully and clearly. I can’t believe it’s all come to this, the perfect letter, on the
perfect night. I sneak outside and slip the envelope under her windshield wiper. She will
see it on her way to the mailboxes at 2:00, and she will know it’s for her. All that’s left
for me to do is wait.
***
It is 1:40. I have not seen her today, and I miss the sight of her. I remember when
Sarah stopped calling. Rick and I took his car and parked across the street from her
apartment. It didn’t take long for her to come out arms around some frat guy who was
grabbing her ass, and she was laughing. I got out of the car, and she looked at me and
then kissed him, her tongue swimming in his throat. Rick offered to help me beat the
guy’s ass, but it wasn’t worth it. She wasn’t for me. I can see that now. I don’t think I
missed Sarah as much as I missed seeing my love today. I’ve been too busy. Romance is
hard work. Now I can watch her from my living room, and then I will go upstairs and
wait for the phone to ring.
It is 1:55. I am lying on my living room floor by the window that nearly touches
the carpet. I am watching her car from the fifth window blind from the bottom. I smell of
aftershave. I’m chewing Juicy Fruit gum. Once I found a Juicy Fruit wrapper outside of
her door. I want to taste what she likes. Today is the day. My heart is beating loudly and
furiously like an African war drum. I know how they felt on D-day waiting at the shores
of Normandy. Today is the day. I hear the click of her doorknob turning and opening. She
laughs as she leaves her apartment. Her laughter stops as she sees the letter on her
windshield.
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“What’s that?” I hear a male voice say.
Who the fuck is that? I can’t see him yet.
“I dunno,” she says. “Why don’t you get it for me and tell me what it is. I’ll be
right back from checking our mail.”
He’s coming into view and walking to her silver Malibu. He’s tall, white, and
weak. He looks like a Computer Science major. I want to break his glasses. His skinny,
pathetic arms reach for the letter. Wrong. This is all wrong. This is all wrong. That letter
is for her. She is supposed to call me “Sweetie.” What the fuck is going on? She’s
wearing my favorite dress. What’s wrong with it? The yellow looks sickly on her. It’s
been washed one too many times now. The blinds begin to rattle as my hands shake.
“For the woman with short hair, dark skin, and glasses,” he reads aloud and
laughs. Who the fuck does he think he’s laughing at. I’ll kill him. He’s tearing open my
envelope. She smiles at him as she comes back from the mailbox. They stand outside her
car. She sits on the hood, and he stands too close to her. He’s reading my letter, and
they’re both laughing.
“Maybe I can meet you finally and have a conversation over lunch,” he says
mocking me.
“Looks like you came back just the right day. I’m so glad you’re back. I’ve been
so lonely without you around,” she says to the bastard.
“I missed you too honey,” he says as he leans in toward her spread legs on the car.
That’s fucking disgusting. He’s going to force himself on her right there on the car in
front of everyone and everything. She kisses him. It hurts to see her hurting, so I close
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the blinds and go up to my room. I can hear their heavy steps following me up the stairs.
She is laughing, but then I hear him hit her. She’s not laughing anymore. I hear another
smack, and then she screams. The hitting stops, and I hear rhythmic squeaking. He’s one
of those types of guys. I understand. She needs me.
***
It’s 9:30. I’m outside the apartment. I’ve been standing out here since 3:00
waiting to rescue her. She’s never stayed inside this long. I’m afraid she’s gone to bed. I
don’t want her to have to stand a whole night with him in her bed. If I concentrate hard
enough, she will understand and come to me. At 2:30 before Rick went to work, I
grabbed his hatchet from his toolbox. It is in my pants. The cold blade chills my skin. I
hope I can work things out with Rick. He is a good guy to have around. I wish he were
here with me.
It’s 10:00. She’s normally asleep by now. I was about to go inside, but I hear
someone fumbling to undo the deadbolt at her door. I would have rescued her earlier, but
that deadbolt stopped me. It is him, and he is looking at me. She is behind him.
“Hey, there’s someone by our car,” he says.
“Oh him, that’s just our new neighbor. I should ask him if he saw anyone put a
note on our car earlier today.” She walks toward me. “Hey, I don’t think we’ve ever met,
but my name is Ashley. I live next door to you, obviously, and I was just wondering if
you saw someone by our car earlier. I got a funny note. I think it’s a joke by my friend
Beth. She has curly red hair. Have you seen her?”
“No, Ashley, I haven’t seen anyone today. I have to go now.” I turn and walk past
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her before she can do anymore damage. She’s just a selfish whore who can’t care about
anyone but herself. Maybe it is time that I left Canterbury. Rick’s such an asshole, and I
can’t live next door to that Ashley bitch anymore. She’s too noisy. I’m tired of listening
to her stomping around and her screeching. Maybe Rick will want to move with me. I bet
he can’t stand her either. She was changing me and not in a good way. All women do
that. They lure you in just to hook your heart and watch you bleed.
Back inside, I lay the hatchet down on the counter. I can’t believe I’ve wasted my
time on this girl. Man, it sucks to be used, but at least I was smart enough to get out
before I got too hurt. It’s time to purge and grow up. I pick up the phone.
“Hey Rick, want to have a bonfire? I’ve got some things I need to burn.”

CHAPTER V
COUCHED CONFESSIONS
Even though Helen didn’t have enough food to fill all fifteen bowls, she didn’t
want to go to the store. Today felt like one of those days she wished she could sleep
through as she slept through most days, with the exception of waking up for Oprah, but
the dogs were cranky when they went hungry. If she tried to lie down, they’d just whine
and bark and push their empty bowls around the house making it impossible for her to
rest. The last thing Helen needed today was fifteen cranky, noisy dogs disrupting her
Oprah time.
“Spiteful bitches,” Helen said to the empty dog bag. She looked at her watch to
see she had exactly four hours to get dressed, go to town, get the food, and return before
her show. To Helen, it almost seemed that the dogs purposefully ran out of food to enact
revenge for her various shortcomings. She wasn’t even sure why she had a dog, much
less fifteen of them. She didn’t particularly like them nor they her. When she entered the
room, they did not wag their tails or run to greet her. They simply raised their heads and
looked at her until she nodded, and they went about their coexistence unless it was the
day she ran out of food. Then, they all crowded her and sniffed the empty bag before they
began pawing at her leg and whining. Before they could begin to whine or reach out to
paw, she said, “Alright, alright. I’m going. You can just shut up. I’m going.”
61
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As she dodged various soiled areas on her carpet, Helen said to herself, If my dogs
were children, they’d be in therapy, and I’d be in jail. They weren’t children. They were
dogs. Fifteen of them. Larry, Sarah, Michael, Renee, Cynthia, Brianne, Clarissa, Jared,
Felicia, Lillian, Bob, Nadia, Michelle, Sean, and Peter all living in a three bedroom house
she bought a little over a year ago when she first moved to Picayune. Back then, she
didn’t have any dogs. All she had was a prescription for Xanax and a restraining order.
She figured that it was as good a time as any to start over again. That’s what her therapist
said. Actually she said, “Beginnings are often easier than repairing something that
probably is best left broken. Free yourself, Helen, of this current broken path you’re on.
You’re free now.”
She wondered what her therapist would say about her now. She’d probably ask,
“How do you feel? Are you getting out much?” She’d probably ask about the dogs and
try to give her a new prescription, but Helen wasn’t crazy, she just needed to be left
alone.
Helen didn’t care about her therapist. She was doing fine. She was only thinking
about her because she was agitated about having to go to the store. It hadn’t even been
quite a month, and a monthly trip to Wal-Mart was all she could stand. She preferred to
be at home alone, away from the idiot masses. She wasn’t anti-social, but keeping up
with herself kept her plenty busy. Besides, how could she consider herself really alone
with all her dogs? They talked to her in their way with grunts and growls and barks. They
followed her around, the smaller ones weaving, like cats, in between her steps, and the
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larger ones pawing at her calves. They watched Oprah with her at three Monday through
Friday. Clarissa, the black Rottie-mix, acted as her footrest. Felicia and Renee, her first
rescues, both bug-eyed pug-mixes, lay shaking and snug against her sides, her arms lying
across them, and the rest lay curled in balls across the room. Even when they were all
outside, their heavy-fur stink and the sour, urine smell in the carpet made her cough, so
she always felt their presence and never considered herself alone.
With fifteen dogs, keeping the house clean was pretty much impossible. They
were constantly leaving presents of yellow puddles and brown piles, and she learned her
life was easier if she just cleaned them up every couple of days instead of every time they
happened. When she first started taking in the dogs, she spent hours hunched over and
scrubbing with bleach and filling large green garbage bags with shit at least once a week.
But on these cleaning days, she wouldn’t let the dogs in until bedtime. She would usually
wake up early, around five, feed them, and then put them out. They’d spend the day lying
around her yard, barking and chasing the occasional passing tractor, and coming to whine
and scratch at the door. She would ignore them until they accepted it was cleaning day.
Then they would go off to overturn her trashcans and dig potholes in her gravel driveway.
On cleaning day, her only concern was making sure she was finished or at least deserved
a break by the time Oprah came on; then she would sit on her freshly vacuumed couch by
herself, missing her dogs and admiring Oprah’s hair, clothes, and ability to adapt. Each
month the cleaning days became less frequent, and she learned to step around the messes
and to ignore the smell. She tried to clear out the feces at least once a month, and she was
learning to be happy again.
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***
As she was leaving for Wal-Mart, Helen wished she had Oprah’s power to send
an assistant to the store. With her dogs peering out of the front window, Helen headed in
her Cavalier to Wal-Mart to get supplies. Her shopping list included ten twenty-pound
bags of kibble (two more than last month), five packages of pig ears, toothpaste, three
cases of Slim Fast, three cases of ramen noodles, and a box of Fruit Roll-ups, a bag of
apples, a box of Wheat Thins. She didn’t like to eat too much. It’s not healthy to eat too
much, she told herself. She couldn’t help but think she wouldn’t have as many problems
if she wasn’t so big. It’s hard to not be imposing when you’re 5’11”. Even though she
didn’t work out, just getting around with her 200lbs, she grew pretty strong. Even with
her newly restricted diet, she could still twist open a mayonnaise jar without using a
butter knife to pop the lid.
Wal-Mart was about twenty minutes from home. It was actually the closet
building to her house in the county. She always said she wouldn’t mind going there if
there weren’t so many damn people walking around looking at everything and probably
buying nothing they needed. She always went in with a plan, her list in the child’s seat as
she circumvented the store left to right.
She parked by Lawn and Gardens and walked to the front of the store where she
saw Frank, the blue-vested greeter.
“Hello Helen, it’s good to see you again. Time for dog food already? This month
has just flown by. Here, take this basket. I’ll let Rich know to bring the food to Lawn and
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Gardens’ pick up for you.” Frank pushed a cart toward her.
“Thanks, Frank. My car’s already parked by the side, and the trunk is popped.
Catch any thieves lately?” When she had first moved to town, Frank let her know that he
knew she’d been in trouble with the law. He would tell her all the criminals he had caught
as if he were warning her, so she began to ask him about his busts before he could bring
them up. She didn’t mind really. This was the only way she learned about the people in
town since she didn’t go to church or work. All people seemed to do in Picayune was go
to church, work, and Wal-Mart.
“Well I just had some kids trying to steal CDs. That’s usually all it is except, well,
did I tell you about three weeks ago with the meat man? Well, about three weeks ago this
man came waddling up to the doors like he was a duck or something and the sensors went
off. I thought he might have had leg surgery ‘cause them pins sometimes set off the
alarms, but when I searched him, I found about a whole cow stuffed down his pants from
a roast to a tongue.”
Helen was surprised to find herself laughing. Normally, his stories did little more
than make her pity the townsfolk, but she was laughing and Frank was too. She
wondered what he did when he wasn’t at work.
“You know, Helen, you got a pretty smile. You should show us more of it.”
Helen stopped laughing. She pushed her cart into the store and headed toward the
pet department. After picking up toothpaste and dog treats, she began passing the
automotive center on the way to the food section. She was thinking about what kind of
snacks she’d allow herself this month when she saw a man looking at car air fresheners.
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He was tall and clean shaven. He wore a suit and black shiny shoes. She thought he
looked normal compared to the men she’d worked with at the casinos in Biloxi, but not
normal for Picayune where the men with jobs good enough to require shined shoes had
the help go to Wal-Mart for them. As she walked closer, she could see the ironed crease
in his pants leg, and she could smell his cologne.
“Well hello there, little lady,” he said, making Helen jump back. She realized she
had been staring.
“You’re not from around these parts,” she said.
He looked at her up and down and cocked his head. “Well neither are you,
partner.” He walked toward her and stuck out his hand. “My name is Sam.”
“Hi, Sam,” she said and looked around to see if people were watching them. “I’m
Helen. I wasn’t really staring at you, I was just thinking real hard about what I had to buy
and I guess I zoned out in your direction.”
“Oh, that’s ok. I should have known better to think any woman would be
interested in me. I guess boredom was just making me lonesome.” He wasn’t a handsome
man nor ugly, just kind of plain.
“Picayune isn’t the place to be if you don’t like being bored,” Helen said,
wondering why she was still talking to him. “Why are you here?”
“Oh, I had a flat on I-59. Since I always wondered what was in Picayune, I
figured it was as a good place as any to stop and get it fixed, plus I knew the next exit
with a Wal-Mart near the interstate wouldn’t have been until Gulfport. Seeing you here, I
suppose I made the right decision. I still got about 30 minutes until my tire is supposed to
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be fixed. Mind if I talk to you while you shop?”
Helen had never shopped with a man before. Jeffery always made her go to the
store alone. She wasn’t sure what he wanted, but she wanted to find out.
As Helen picked up her list, Sam talked about how much bigger Picayune was
than he expected it to be. He touched Helen’s shoulder gently, guiding her to walk in
front of him. She realized it had been over twenty-three months since a man had touched
her, besides the arresting officers. She walked as close to him as she could without hitting
him with the cart. She wondered what he would do if she touched him.
“Wow, that’s a lot of pig ears you’re buying. You got a dog?”
“A couple,” Helen said as she reached for the boxes of Ramen. She wasn’t sure
what she was doing here, shopping with this man asking about her dogs.
“Here, let me get that for you,” said Sam, as he took the boxes from her hands.
“You’re shy, huh? I like shy girls. They’re more honest.” Helen held the boxes long
enough for their fingers to brush each other.
She wondered why he was being to so nice to her and if he were lying. She
wanted to look in a mirror to see if she looked as pathetic as she felt, but he smiled at her
and talked to her as if she were somebody. She figured if he were just passing through as
he said he was, then she wouldn’t feel pressured into anything more than she wanted, and
she wanted him at least for this afternoon, so while browsing the produce she invited him
over to see more of Picayune. After they finished her shopping, Sam paid for a new tire
for his Civic, and he followed her out to the country.
On their way to her house, Helen tried to remember if she was wearing pretty
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panties. She normally reached in the drawer and put on whatever came out, not caring if
they were lace or cotton, but before she could remember, she suddenly became selfconscious about her dogs. She hadn’t had anyone over since she’d moved to Picayune.
She couldn’t imagine having a date at her house with all the dogs. How would they act
around guests? They didn’t pay much attention to her, but they barked at passing cars and
had run off the sheriff once or twice. She decided she would just dump a whole bag of
pig ears in a bedroom and cut open a bag of food, and they’d be sated locked in there.
She was glad she had at least cleaned the week before, so there was a minimal amount of
shit and piss around the house.
When they arrived at the house, she had him wait in his car while she rounded the
dogs up, set up their food, locked them away in the spare bedroom, and swept their recent
droppings under a rug. She knew he would be surprised when he came in, but she
straightened the mess the best she could as quickly as she could, lighting candles and
opening windows to cover the thick feces smell. She realized if she waited any longer,
he’d get suspicious and leave, so she looked down her pants to see pink sateen and ran
out to see him.
“I have something to tell you before you come in. I have more than a couple of
dogs. I have a lot of dogs. You don’t have to worry, I put them away, but I just wanted
you to know.”
“That’s alright. As long as they’re not cats, I should be alright. I had a dog when I
was a boy. They’re good to keep around.”
He was only inside for three minutes before he suggested they go out for a walk
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outside in the fresh air. He took her hand and helped her off the couch. As they passed
through the pines, she tried to ignore the barking and howling at the house. They walked
into the woods until it was quiet, and they were surrounded by trees. Helen couldn’t see
her house or even the road from where they were.
“So tell me about yourself,” he said, stopping and leaning against a pine.
“Well, there ain’t much to tell. I live out here with my dogs, and I don’t see many
people. That’s why my house was such a mess. I’m sorry. It’s not normally like that, well
it wouldn’t be if I had more people to clean it for.”
He stopped and took out a small pocketknife and began cutting into a tree. “What,
you don’t have any friends? You got a man around here? You can’t stay out here by
yourself all the time.”
“No, it’s just me. I haven’t had a man for some time now, but I have my dogs.
They keep me company enough. Plus I have satellite. If you weren’t here right now, I’d
be watching TV.” Helen realized Oprah was probably coming on in a few minutes, but
she couldn’t break away from him. His voice had a comforting authority.
“Really, a pretty girl like you? You need more than just dogs and TV. Dogs are
nice, but they aren’t people.” She wasn’t sure if he was joking. She wasn’t ugly, but
pretty wasn’t the word used most often to describe her. Her dogs were nicer than any
people she had ever known. They didn’t yell at her or make her feel as if everything were
her fault and that she should be punished. Plus TV helped her deal with life. It showed
her that shitty things happen to everyone, even Oprah. She wondered if Sam were going
to be worth missing Oprah for or if she’d at least be able to get on the show by telling
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Oprah what was going to happen between them.
“No, I had a man,” she said. “He was a good man, but he just couldn’t stand up
for himself, and things got ugly. That’s why I have dogs. Dogs have no problem being
dogs. They know what they’re supposed to do and they do it.”
“What do you mean?” The pieces of bark floated down to his feet.
“Well you see, a dog knows what it is. It has no airs. It walks around on its four
feet. It scratches its fleas. It squats or lifts its leg to piss, and hunches to shit, and it has no
shame about it. It doesn’t try to talk to you or to change your mind about anything or to
fix you. And well men, men don’t half know who they are or what they’re supposed to
be. My guy was just too nice. A girl wants a nice man, but not a man so nice that he’s not
a man anymore. Anyway, one night, I just wanted him to stand up for himself, and he
wouldn’t, so I tried to make him.”
“But you couldn’t?”
“I know better now than to try to change a man. I’ve seen enough talk shows to
know better than that, but he wasn’t even man enough to take a punch, so he just wasn’t
for me.”
“You punched him?” he asked, still whittling in the tree.
She wasn’t sure he was even listening to her. She wasn’t sure what she was doing
out there explaining herself to him, but his cologne smelled like a man should taste, and
she wanted to see how he’d taste, so she moved closer and said, “Yeah, but I didn’t mean
to. Well I guess I did mean to punch him, but I didn’t mean to hurt him. I just figured if I
pushed him a little, he’d get mad and push me back, but he didn’t. He just looked like his
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feelings were hurt, so I pushed him harder, and then I slapped him, and he just stood there
with his sad eyes, not even blocking his face when I slapped him, so I punched him in the
gut and he finally buckled over coughing, and I waited for him to spring up and knock me
a good one, but he went to the floor on his knees, and I guess I lost it. I’m not a sadist or
anything, but sometimes it’s hard to stop something once you start.”
“What do you mean?”
“I guess some feelings are too strong to turn off. They just have to wind
themselves down. Eh, I don’t want to talk about this anymore. It’s all in the past and of
no consequence. Tell me about yourself. Haven’t you got a girl? Does she know you’re
here?”
When he didn’t answer, she looked at him looking at the raw bark he had
uncovered in the tree. She figured he didn’t come here to talk and neither did she, so she
slid closer to him, slightly pressing him against the tree. He folded the knife in his pocket
and slid his arms about her waist.
“Well, you’re not going to hurt me, are you?” he asked.
“Depends. Do you know what you want?”
“Well ma’am, I’m just traveling through trying to sell some insurance. I live in
Mobile by myself. I consider myself a real man who knows what he wants, but I don’t
want much. I live alone. I don’t have any pets cause I travel too much. It’s a lonely life,
but I do alright. I’d just rather not be lonely tonight.”
“Well, you’re not alone right now.”
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***
Two weeks later, Helen was surprised to receive a call from Sam. She had only
given him her number as a nicety. The sex hadn’t been very good against that tree and he
had left right after, but she hadn’t done it in over a year and she spent the night smelling
him on her clothes while she watched Oprah on TIVO. He called and said he was going
to New Orleans for work near the end of the week and thought he could stop by and see
her. Helen suggested they meet in town. She nearly scalded herself in the shower trying
to scrub off any scent of dog and went out and bought a new outfit at Wal-Mart that she
changed into in the store’s bathroom twenty minutes before they were to meet. On her
way out, Frank whistled at her, and she turned around and smiled and thought about
telling him about Sam, but then Frank yelled out, “How are your dogs?” And she
continued walking without looking back. Today was about her, not her dogs.
Sam was waiting for her at the Cracker Barrel where they had lunch. He talked
about his morning in New Orleans where he had only one client to see but had to drive all
the way out there since the guy insisted on talking in person. “Can you believe how
important some people think they are?” he asked.
“Oh I can,” said Helen. She told him about the drunk, angry customers she used to
have when she worked at a casino in Biloxi. “I was lucky they were drunk or they might
have hit me with the chips they were throwing at me.”
“You used to work for a casino? How’d you like that?” Sam said, smiling. “Tell
me about it.”
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“It was alright. I liked working with all the glitter and lights. It was exciting. I got
free tickets to the shows and passes to the buffets. I even got to meet Paris Hilton when
The Simple Life was filming on the coast.”
“Why don’t you work there now?”
“I came into some money, and well, after my last boyfriend, I wanted things to be
calm for awhile, so I decided to try living out in the country just to see what it was like.
You know, like Thoreau or something.”
“Thoreau, huh? Well that’s something.”
“Besides, I think I’m a little overqualified to work in Wal-Mart or Cracker
Barrel, and there’s not much else to do here.” Helen wondered what Sam was thinking
and why he was asking her all of this, but she was more surprised she was talking to him.
There was something about him that made her feel as if for once, she was where she was
supposed to be.
Sam leaned back in his chair. “I wish I could get away. I mean my life is not
exciting, but it’s nice just to be somewhere you’re not supposed to be, doing nothing.”
Helen knew what he meant. Though living in the country was certainly boring, it
was a simple kind of empowering boredom. She figured if that’s all he wanted from her,
she could give it to him.
***
He called again two weeks later saying he was coming back to town and had
reserved a room at the Ramada off the interstate. He picked her up at her house. She
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brought enough clothes to stay there for two days. After they checked in, they went to the
store to buy rotisserie chickens and jellybeans and other things they could store in the
mini-fridge and eat without getting too many crumbs on the bed. He told her some more
about his work trying to convince corporations they needed extra insurance coverage, and
she talked about her life in the country with the dogs.
She explained to Sam that because her house was outside city limits, the dog
catcher wouldn’t come out there, and so the dogs had kept showing up. Hell, since she
had met him, she had taken in a new one.
“I can hear the cars and the truck slow down and the doors open briefly before the
poor things are pushed out into the ditch. I always hear them run after the car, hard at
first, then slowing down when the bumper’s only a memory. I don’t even really like
them. I just can’t stand to see their dirty, skinny bodies, so I take them around back, wash
them off with the hose, and give them something to eat. If they’re friendly, I bring them
in. The other dogs hardly let them get good before they’re all playing and jumping and
loving on each other. That’s just the nature of dogs.”
He nodded and petted her head and told her she was a good girl, and they both
laughed. He reminded her of her father. He was a business man who spent more time
traveling than doing anything else, but she didn’t mind. Her father was still paying her
bills, but she felt invisible to everything but his checkbook. She didn’t feel invisible to
Sam.
“So what do you do with the bad ones? I mean the mean dogs. The ones that
won’t get along. All those dogs can’t be friendly.”
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“Well I know if they’re like that, it’s cause some man somewhere was mean to it
and hurt it bad, so I just try to love it until it doesn’t know anything but love. All I’m
interested in is love.”
“I thought you didn’t like them.”
“There’s a difference between love and like. Liking is how we choose to behave
toward things. We can choose to ignore or to pay attention. Love is deeper and
uncontrolled. Just being there and feeding them and giving them security is love enough.”
He told her he saw someone like her on Oprah once, and she knew that he was
really special then. “Hoarding’s what Oprah called it,” he said.
Helen figured she’d been hoarding her whole life, from her father’s letters to the
memories she had of Jeffery. Hoarding had become a way of life even before Jeffery,
when she had more to do than feed the dogs and watch Oprah. She stored all her feelings
and thoughts inside herself. She didn’t allow herself to cry when she spent her birthdays
with her mawmaw, who was too old and diabetic to have cake and ice cream. She didn’t
tell her daddy that she didn’t want to be emancipated when she was 14 just because her
mawmaw died. She didn’t tell him that she wanted to live with him. She didn’t even tell
him she loved him. She just did what he wanted. When she first met Jeffery, she was glad
to be doing what she wanted. Jeffery let her have her way with almost everything, and
that was good for a while. But giving out all the orders left her feeling empty. For the first
time since she met Sam, she felt like she was getting more than she was putting out, and
she liked it.
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Oprah said this was the year of her wildest dreams. Helen used to wonder if she
wrote Oprah, if Oprah would find Jeffery, tell him she was sorry, and get them back
together because Helen missed him and her life on the coast. She figured Oprah would
probably read the letter just ‘cause she was from Mississippi like her, and Mississippi
girls got to band together. But now with Sam, she thought she could get on the show as a
guest who’d found love again despite all the odds. Sam’s mention of Oprah was a sign,
just like that first day at Wal-Mart. He was her success story.
***
After the fourth month, Helen’s attachment to Sam grew stronger as the hotels
grew less glamorous, especially when she went back home to find the dogs, bored,
having torn patches of sheetrock from the walls and scratched a hole nearly through the
front door. They seemed to shit and piss more out of spite than necessity. After every one
of their weekends, she spent the following Monday mopping muck into the front yard,
just so she could move around without slipping and sliding and busting her ass. The
house was getting so bad that even she didn’t want to come home to it. There was no
place to step over to that wasn’t soiled.
Without her home being a home, she started thinking about Jeffery again, and
how things were with him when their place started feeling like this. He lived in a
beachfront apartment with white carpet and cream-colored walls. He vacuumed every
night while she cleaned the dishes. Each night she hoped he wouldn’t say, “I’m too tired
to make love.” She realized she was becoming the other extreme. She didn’t want to be
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too tired from having a mess to enjoy being with Sam. She knew sooner or later Sam
would tire of the hotels too, so she needed to make their relationship mean more, and to
make it more, she needed to get him home, but her home needed help.
Before she could ask him to come over there again, she’d have to clean up. She’d
tried cleaning the house for him back before she knew she loved him, but there was just
so much hair and piss and shit that it never seemed to be clean enough before he called
her from the hotel. She figured if she could just get one room ready, then she could have
him in that room and it would be a start. So she made her bedroom off-limits to the dogs
by shutting the door behind her, often so quickly that she caught one of the dog’s ears and
it’d yelp, and she’d have to open the door an inch to set him free.
Over the next few weeks, the dogs learned to stay back when she entered and left
the room as she cleared out the bags of newspaper and feces. She felt bad locking them
out, so she decided to give one of the rooms to the dogs. She bought some dog beds at
Wal-Mart, and covered the floor in blankets. When Oprah had the dog whisperer on to
help her with Sophie, Helen learned that dogs won’t mess in their own beds, so she made
the room one big dog bed, and moved all their bowls and food in there. To make it extra
appealing, she sprinkled the room with rawhide bones and pig ears and squeaky toys. She
practiced putting them in there and leaving them there until they stopped whining to get
out and just accepted it, which didn’t take long once they found the treats she’d left for
them. She thought about letting them outside every couple of hours to use the bathroom,
but decided to install a doggy door in one of the holes they had ripped in the drywall
during one of her weekends away.
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With the doggy door installed and the dogs relegated to that one room, she began
to see fewer messes, and the dogs seemed happier, no longer banished outside on
cleaning days but instead to their doggie haven, a phrase she painted on the door. They
got so comfortable in their room that she began to miss them, so she began letting them
back in the rest of the house for a few hours at time. When she’d open the door, she’d
notice a few wagging tails, so she began to let them out more often. Each time they
seemed happier to see her. She even put up a fence outside around the area the doggy
door opened into, so they stopped digging holes all over her yard. She bought a rubber
tub and started giving them baths and brushing them outside so there was less hair in the
house, and it began to smell less like dog. She also began clipping their nails. With the
dogs behaving better and looking better, she felt as if they were helping her get ready.
She realized if it weren’t for them, she would have never gone to Wal-Mart that day and
met Sam. She felt as if the dogs were part of some bigger plan to help her, so she began
buying them extra treats and petting them. She even carried the little ones around. Her
house started to feel like a home, and her dogs felt more like children.
Two weeks before their next visit, she called Sam to tell him what she had been
doing and to ask him to come see her house.
“Hey, I don’t want to do the hotel thing for your next visit. How about I cook
dinner for you at my house?” He was quiet, and she wondered if all he wanted was her at
the hotel. “You there?” she asked.
“Yeah, um, alright. Do you want to grill out something and camp out in a tent?
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It’s good weather now that it’s October. It’s not too hot or cold.”
“No, I was thinking something a little more romantic, inside the house, me and
you.”
“Inside…”
“Yes, inside. What’s wrong with inside?”
“Well you have all those dogs inside, and I’m not sure I could sleep in that smell.”
“What if I promised that you wouldn’t even be able to tell I have dogs.” She
regretted it before she even said it. Even though she had been cleaning for weeks and had
cleared out two of the rooms, she still hadn’t seen the entire floor of the dining room.
“What I mean, is I’ve been cleaning and I’ve even given the dogs one room where
they’re getting used to being, and I think it’s nice here now. Nicer than a hotel.”
He was quiet again for a little while before saying, “If you managed to get all the
dog shit out of that house, I will be impressed. I can’t promise I’ll stay the night, but how
about I come by the house first, and we can decide after that if we want the hotel?
Honestly, I like you whether we’re at a hotel or grocery store, but I also like being able to
breathe.”
Helen saw this promise as the gateway she needed. If this weekend went well, she
might be able to convince him to move in with her, so she’d have him more than just a
few weekends here and there. All she had to do was finish cleaning the dining room. And
while she cleaned,she thought about how Sam had been changing her. Before Sam, she
was forgetting how to even talk to people. All she seemed to think about was dogs and
Jeffery. Jeffery had never liked dogs. He didn’t like much of anything besides cleaning
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and working. He worked in the lingerie department at Sears,selling tummy flatteners and
extra support hose to women in their 60’s. When she first met him, she thought he’d be
some type of creep getting off by sorting through the freshly arrived satin panties, but he
touched cotton socks with the same feeling as the mesh thongs. At first she mistook this
for a virtue, as he never seemed to get passionate about anything.
She wondered what Jeffery would say if he saw her now. She’d lost 50lbs since
he saw her last. As pack leader, she had to chase after the dogs, especially lately when
she saw them beginning to squat in the house. She’d run at them saying, “No! Outside!”
moving them toward the doggy door, but even just bringing their food inside was a chore.
Last night she gave Bob the basset hound an alpha roll like she learned from The Dog
Whisperer’s book she’d ordered after his Oprah appearance. Bob had growled at her
when she went to put some more food in his bowl, so she grabbed him and rolled him
over on his back, her hands on his chest, and she growled back. When she let him up, he
limped away, tail tucked, head down. She hated to see them so defeated knowing what
they’d been through, but she couldn’t be led around by a bunch of dogs. Plus, she had to
get the dogs better behaved if Sam was going to move in like she wanted. Hell, this was
going to be his first time back at the house since she first met him. She wondered what he
remembered about the dogs, if he had seen how it really was. Maybe he wasn’t that
bothered. Still, she had to do something about the dogs and finish getting Jeffery out of
her mind in two weeks for anything to work out.
Sitting there, still breathing heavy and sweating from wrestling Bob, she realized
that’s what she had done to Jeffery. She had alpha rolled him before she knew the term,
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but it didn’t work because she didn’t want him to submit. Now that he was gone, he was
more dominant in her life through her memory than he ever could have been in real life.
He was a mouse of a man, and she knew it. He gave her nothing to miss. Hell, at least
dogs can do tricks, she told herself and went back to cleaning.
***
When she thought about Sam, getting ready seemed easy. She couldn’t imagine
why he wouldn’t want to live with her. Living on the outside of town was interesting. She
didn’t have any neighbors’ kids throwing balls into the yard. She didn’t really worry
about anyone breaking in cause that’s just not how things work in the country. She knew
she was much less likely to be robbed here in the country than where he was living in
Mobile. Hell, when she bought this house, there weren’t even deadbolt locks on the
doors. She had to put them in herself. She’d driven an hour to Lowe’s to get the kit and
spent the day drilling holes in her doors. Now that she’d been here awhile, she could see
that that was pointless. She didn’t lock her doors anymore. Besides, the dogs wouldn’t let
anyone sneak in anyway. They barked and ran from window to window as the cars
passed. The sheriff wouldn’t even stop there anymore since the big ones scratched up his
car pretty good the last time, but she didn’t want them jumping the fence and scratching
Sam’s car, so she began training them. When she wasn’t cleaning, she was working on
teaching them to sit and to lie down. She was surprised that almost all of them did it the
first time she asked. She realized that they had had homes before and someone had taught
them before they dropped them out in the country. She wondered if the people had even
said goodbye or had a real reason or if they had just been too busy to care about anyone
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besides themselves. She began to feel that before Sam, she wasn’t much more than a dog
herself, but now she was walking on two legs again after three weeks of crawling around
scrubbing, patching holes, and hunching over carrying garbage bags to the road.
Somehow Sam had made her more human than she had ever been. And he even made her
love her dogs – not just her dogs but her life – and she was excited about all the
possibilities.
***
Finally, after ripping up the carpet, bleaching the cement floor, putting down
sticky tile, and painting the walls, Helen was ready. She took a shower and cooked fried
chicken, mashed potatoes, and green beans casserole, all from-scratch recipes from the
Oprah-featured Rachel Ray cookbook. She thought about showering again, but figured
she’d seem more like a homemaker if she smelled like cooking, so she sat on her couch
facing an open window and waiting for Sam to come, but he was late. She had so many
things she wanted to say, but she couldn’t talk to him without him there, so she sat
because sitting was always better than pacing. She had long ago learned that pacing made
the dogs nervous, and the last thing she needed was for them to be agitated when he
arrived, especially if she were going to show him how nice they’d become. She had
thought about tonight for the last month, and she wanted to be ready. She was tired of
saying goodbye more often than necessary, and she wanted to be more than his hotel girl.
If he was a traveling insurance agent, why couldn’t he just live with her when he wasn’t
traveling especially since he did most of his business in New Orleans? Picayune was a
much better town than Mobile to operate from. It seemed more and more likely that he’d
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agree to move in.
Besides him being late, she felt good sitting on the couch waiting for him to
arrive. Their dinner sat on top of the fridge along with two bottles of wine. The goblets
sat on the counter. The dogs would leave the goblets alone as long as they were empty,
but she didn’t want to risk them getting into the food.
Helen noticed as she waited that even the dogs were excited. The littlest one
Lillie, another Chihuahua mix, sat beside her wagging its tail and licking her arm. Before
she could shoo her away, she heard his car in the gravel. The beagle Brianne let out a
howl, and she pushed all the dogs in their room, and rushed to the front door. She heard
all the dogs rush out of the doggy door into their fenced area and begin barking. Sam
came out of the car with roses tucked under one arm and an overnight bag under the
other.
“Honey, I’m home. I got something for you,” he said. “Well something more than
these flowers. Come look in my backseat.”
She ran the porch, stopping to kiss him and take her flowers, before opening the
car door to the backseat where she found a Hoover steam cleaner and an air purifier.
“I figured if you’d been cleaning like you really said you had, you’d need this to
finish the job. There’s only so much you can get up with a broom and bleach.”
With her roses and steam cleaner, she followed him inside the house. He walked
in the living room and surveyed. “Not bad, not bad,” he said, “smells like paint and
candles. It’s not half bad. You should market that as one candle scent.” He walked around
nodding at the sofas, the kitchen floor, and finally went in the bedroom where he sat
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down. “I’m really impressed. Really impressed. You did a great job for as many dogs as
you have and how bad off it was.” She sat down beside him, and he took her hands into
his. “You know, I think I could really love you. Actually I do really love you.” He kissed
her before he stood and asked about dinner. She showed him the food on the fridge which
he got down while she set the table. She realized she hadn’t spoken. She was too nervous,
but she had to say something.
“Dear, I’ve got something I want to talk about,” she said placing the steam cleaner
in the corner and the roses on the table. “What do you think about moving in here with
me?” she asked, sitting down as he poured wine into her glass.
“Actually, I think it’s a good idea. It’s something I’ve been thinking about for
some time now. Well, not living here in this house, but here in Picayune. But now that
I’m really seeing it, this place is pretty nice. If I live here, I can help change a few more
things.”
“Things like what?”
“Well, the dogs. I’ve decided you can keep one or two, but the others have to go. I
bet if I called the dog catcher, he’d agree to come out here and help me get rid of them if
I told him about your hoarding. He’d probably be able to leave city limits to help.”
“You want to tell people about my dogs? They are my dogs. Why do I need to get
rid of them? Didn’t I clean the house? Isn’t it nice now?” Helen felt betrayed.
“Yes, you did a great job, the best you could do with all these dogs, but how long
did it take you? It’s not feasible, especially if I’m going to be around. I don’t want to be
spending most of my time at home cleaning up after dogs, and I don’t want you spending
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your time with them either.”
Helen sat sipping her wine, trying to think of what to say. She knew she didn’t
need all the dogs, but just one? Why one instead of none? How could she just keep one
and let the others go? “Maybe I could just keep training them and then they wouldn’t
bother you so bad. I mean just in two weeks I taught them all to sit and lay. They’re real
smart. I bet we can teach them anything if we try,” she said, speaking slowly, trying to
sound rational and not as angry as she felt.
“No, even with them locked up right now, I can hear them pawing at the door and
licking themselves. I bet you there’s not one strip of paint left on it from all that
scratching. If I live here, they can’t stay in that room forever. It’s not even right to leave
them locked up when I’m just here for the weekend. I think they need to go. I can’t have
dog hair all over me. Wouldn’t you rather spend time loving me than training a dog?”
She put down her wine and looked at him. “I don’t know if I want to do that.” She
paused. “Or even if I can do that.”
“You can do anything,” he said, standing up from his dinner and walking behind
her. “You can do anything with me here to help.”
She thought about how nice his hand felt on her arm, and how nice that would be
to have forever. He continued, “I know you’ve been hurt in the past. I’m a stronger man
than you’ve ever had before. You don’t need the dogs like you used to. You don’t even
like them. You told me that yourself.”
He was right, she thought. Isn’t this what she had wanted from Jeffery? If he
wanted to stay, and if he loved her, maybe they could work this out. Maybe they could
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find homes for a couple of the dogs at a time and end up with only seven or so. Anyway,
she would keep that to herself for now. She looked up at him and smiled. He leaned down
to kiss her. He sat back down and began to eat his dinner, and she thought about telling
him the rest of the story behind Jeffery, and she thought about how that he might help
him understand why she still needed the dogs at least for a little while. The dogs had
grown on her, so maybe if he was around them enough, he’d at least get attached to half
of them, and she could use that to say she was attached to the other half, and things could
work out, or maybe he was right, maybe she didn’t need the dogs.
“Aren’t you going to eat? You look like you’re deep in thought. What’s going
on? I guess I can already tell you that I will stay the night. I’m really pleased with what
you’ve done.”
Helen realized she hadn’t touched her food. “Oh, I was only thinking about how
much I love you,” she said, beginning to eat. Before they finished their wine, the dogs
quieted down. Sam turned on some music and asked her to dance. They danced until the
bottle was empty and they were in bed where she lay wondering if the dogs would ever
forgive her for what she was about to do.
***
The next morning, she got out of bed before Sam and cooked breakfast. This was
the morning after that she had been working for, yet she felt sick. While she fed the dogs,
she wondered if it would be their last meal before they were taken to some shelter and put
down, and even though she might not love them as much as she should, she knew they
deserved better than to be caged and stuck in the side with a needle. While Sam ate his
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eggs, Helen sighed, looking out the window at her dogs. Cynthia was chasing her tail.
Jared and Felicia were tugging a rope around, and most of the others were sleeping in the
morning sun.
“It’s a beautiful morning,” Sam said.
“Yep,” replied Helen without looking at him. The silence passed until Sam stood
up from the table and took his dish to the sink.
“Where’s your phonebook? I bet we could get at least five dogs out of here today
if we call by noon.”
“Oh, I had plans for us to go to town today,” Helen lied. “What’s the rush?”
Sam agreed there was no rush, so Helen kept him out all day in Picayune. She
even took him to Wal-Mart where they chatted with Frank who told Sam he was very
lucky. When they arrived home, Helen began cooking dinner and singing. The smell of
food brought all the dogs in the house. She realized it was dinnertime for them too, so she
asked Sam to feed them. “Just tell them to sit as you put a scoop of food in each bowl,
and when you’re done, say, ‘ok.’” Sam did as he was told, and was amazed that all
sixteen dogs listened. Later that night, Helen showed him how the little dogs could
balance on their back legs, and how almost all of them knew how to shake. As Helen was
cleaning the kitchen before bed, she saw Sam petting two of them. She fell asleep much
easier that night, and when Sam left for Mobile in the morning, she picked up one of the
dogs and waved its paw at him.
***
Two weeks later when Sam returned, Helen had a plan and it didn’t involve
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giving up any dogs. She’d bought a picnic basket and mapped out a hiking route for
Saturday morning. She rented Oprah’s Beloved for Saturday afternoon. She had bought a
new bra and panty set for Saturday night. She figured if she could keep him busy, he
wouldn’t have time to even think about getting rid of the dogs, and he could just get used
to them. She was surprised with what little fuss he put up, when she woke him up holding
the basket and kept him busy until six that night, five hours after the shelter closed. While
Helen did the dishes that night, Sam went out in the yard and tossed a tennis ball with all
the dogs running around, some after the ball, others after the ones running after the ball.
Helen felt as if her life was in order.
When Sam returned the next week, Helen asked if he was ready to move in
officially.
“I’ll move in once the dogs move out,” he said, sitting at the table.
Helen was shocked. “But you like the dogs.”
“It’s not a matter of liking or disliking. It’s just not practical. I can’t marry a
woman with sixteen dogs.”
Helen didn’t know what more to be upset about: that he wanted her dogs gone or
that he wanted to marry her. She had long ago decided that she could be like Oprah and
not get married ever, but instead just keep Sam as a live in boyfriend like Oprah kept
Stedman. She wondered if this were a trick to get her to get rid of the dogs. Despite her
plans for them to go see a movie and go out to eat, Helen and Sam spent the day arguing
about the dogs until their throats were hoarse. They had to kick the dogs out the house as
the yelling made them stand between Helen and Sam and bark.
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That night Helen slept as far away from Sam as she could in her queen size bed.
She wanted to remind him of what had brought him there to begin with. She couldn’t
believe she was letting him go over the dogs, but she knew that today it would be the
dogs, then tomorrow something else, and then she wouldn’t be herself living her own life
in the country, and if she wanted that, she could have just moved back to Biloxi with
Jeffery when he called apologized, when she was released from jail. She had only had a
thirty-day sentence, but it was enough for her to lose her job and to make her father write
her a letter telling her how much of a disappointment she was to him. When she got out
and moved, Oprah seemed to be the only person who cared about her, and she didn’t even
know her name. I’m probably just some viewer statistic, Helen thought. Well at least I’ll
be me and maybe all I am meant to be is a statistic. She thought she could go back that
easier than she could give up the dogs. It wasn’t happiness, but it was what she was
capable of. If he loved her, he could understand that.
***
The next morning, Sam seemed worn down. Without talking to him, Helen went
outside to see her dogs, but they were all crowding against one corner of the fence. Helen
walked over to find a small puppy, probably not four weeks old, sitting outside the fence.
It was dirty and had long hair and seemed hungry. She immediately wanted to go take
him in, but then she realized that this one more might be the one to push Sam finally
away, so she turned back inside and went and sat by him on the couch.
She thought maybe there was a chance that they could work, but the first words
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out of his mouth were, “Helen, today it’s me or the dogs. You choose.”
Hearing this, Helen realized she was too tired to fight like this anymore. “You
want me to choose. Sam, I’m tired. I worked hard for you, for us. I make choices for us
every day. Why can’t you just let us be happy? Are you married or something?”
“Do you think that little of me? God Helen, look the dogs are pulling us apart. We
have a good thing here. A good thing.” He walked up to her and held her closer than he
had in all weekend, but Helen pulled away and asked, “What do you want from me?
Whatever it is, I can’t give it to you.” She was ready for him to leave, to go back to just
her dogs and Oprah.
“Don’t give up this easy. I don’t know why I keep driving to Picayune. I don’t
know why I care about you. I just do. I’m too old to go on questioning. I just want it to be
simple, you and I.”
“So that’s it, it’s because you’re too old to find someone who’s perfect, who
doesn’t have to change for you?” She felt herself pushing him away and while it hurt, it
felt like the best she could do.
“Helen, that’s not fair.”
“Life’s not fair. You should have learned that when you were six. Just because
you suddenly decide you love me, doesn’t mean I have to give up everything for you. I
didn’t come out here to give up everything for anyone again.”
“I didn’t mean it like that.”
“Just get out. Go back to Mobile. Don’t think about me anymore.”
“Helen, why can’t you just try?”
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“Why can’t you just leave?” She turned away from him. “Just leave.”
“If that’s what you want.”
Helen sat in the living room as she heard Sam pack his bags and walk out the
door. She could hear the dogs standing up in the windows barking at him as he left. To
drown out his car engine, she turned the TV on. She went back outside with a blanket
and found him where he had been. She picked him up and brought him inside. He was
too tired and too little to even cry as she gave him a bath and some food. She named him
Charlie.
It was 12:30. Oprah would be on in three hours. She took off her shoes and lay on
the couch with Charlie, who was asleep, wondering if Dr. Robin or Dr. Phil would be on
the show today. She hoped it would be one of those sad shows, so she could have a
reason to cry. She looked at the description in the TV Guide: 10-year-old cancer patient
meets favorite baseball player. She got up, still carrying Charlie, and walked to the
bathroom to get a roll of toilet paper and drug a trashcan beside the couch. She was
settling in, when the phone rang. She knew it was him. She thought about just letting it
ring, but she answered, “What do you want?”
“I don’t know what I want.”
At least he was honest, she thought and wondered if she were being honest with
herself. She didn’t know what she wanted either. She only knew she didn’t want it to be
like this. “Where are you?” she asked.
“I’m parked about an 1/8 of a mile from your house on the side of the road. What
are you doing?”
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“I’m about to watch some Oprah,” she said, wondering if she could see his car
from her window. She wondered if he were looking back on her and what they had had.
She wondered what he would do if he came back and saw she had already taken in
another dog.
“Oprah, huh? I really wanted to see today’s episode. Hey, how about I come back
and watch it?”
While she wasn’t sure what she wanted or if she was doing the right thing, she
found herself waiting for him on her porch, and that night, they lay on the couch –
surrounded by dogs except for Charlie who slept hidden in a closet–long after Oprah
went off.

CHAPTER VI
TEMPORARY DUTY
Feeling hot in his flannel pajamas, Ted found himself missing the cold. It had
been a long winter, dragged out by fighting with his wife and 24-year-old daughter Sarah
about her move to Australia with her too-nice-to-be-trusted boyfriend Patrick. Despite
being told repeatedly to just “get over it,” he couldn’t bring himself to, though he
couldn’t say why. He couldn’t say many things in his life. He couldn’t tell his beautiful
wife Martha that he wanted to slide onto her side of the bed and press his body into hers.
He knew if he tried to touch her, she’d push him off saying it was too hot and too late to
get all sweaty. He had one day to make Sarah decide to forgive him – or at least not leave
hating him. So the night before Sarah arrived, Ted lay rigid on the left side of the bed,
trying not to think about touching his wife and instead focusing what he was going to say
to Sarah.
“Martha, what do you think if we sleep with the TV off tonight?” Ted asked,
hoping to get her attention. Before he came back from the Philippines, he needed
complete silence to sleep, but when he took up residence on the couch, the late night
reruns of black and white TV shows comforted him with their focus on functional
families with Father knowing best and everyone listening. Even when Martha allowed
him back in the bedroom – not because she wasn’t mad anymore and their marriage was
repaired, but because his bad back was costing them too much money in chiropractor
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bills – he asked her if they could sleep with the TV on. “Whatever you want,” she said
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then, tired of being the difficult one, but tonight she didn’t answer. Ted looked over to
see her reading Autumn Rain, a hefty romance novel, completely unaware he had spoken.
Despite her brown thinning hair, she looked particularly young in her thin, short
nightgown, which made Ted squirm. While he was aging quite normally, Martha
appeared to be so stuck in her middle age that Ted began wonder if people thought she
was his daughter. It didn’t help that when he tried to put his arm around her, she shrugged
away from him.
Hoping she would notice, Ted turned off the TV in the middle of a Bowflex
infomercial. He wondered if this was how it would go with Sarah in the morning, him
trying to talk and her pretending he wasn’t there. Ted had been looking forward to her
coming to spend Saturday with him and Martha. They all were going to go to lunch and
to buy Sarah some going away presents before her early flight on Sunday. Though she
only lived five hours away, Sarah hadn’t been back since Christmas when according to
her, Ted “attempted to sabotage her life once again.” She clearly stated on the phone that
she was coming to visit her mother and not him unless he decided to act like the daddy
she used to love. She told him that Patrick wouldn’t show up until Sunday morning at the
New Orleans airport, so he wouldn’t have any chance to chase him away again, but Ted
knew better than that this time. Being mean to Patrick just made Sarah and Martha feel
sorry for Patrick and made them hate “mean Daddy” more. This time he was going to
attack the real problem which was that Sarah was moving out of his reach.
Ted wasn’t sure why his family had turned so hostile. He wasn’t the one that had
changed. Nothing about him, except his looks, had changed. He looked around the room
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where he’d slept for the last 35 years and saw a stack of Martha’s magazines on the floor,
a bottle of Centrum Silver, some of his old patches by Martha’s quilting squares, and the
bottle of Skin-So-Soft they hadn’t been able to find earlier. He turned back to Martha to
tell her he had found it, but looking at her, he decided to leave her alone and to review
once again the November issue of Woman’s Weekly, which he secretly believed to be the
key to his success. On the cover, there was a bald-headed man who looked remarkably
like him except his smile wasn’t forced. Ted opened the magazine, rubbing the shiny
pages together, causing Martha to perk up.
Peering over the spine of her book, Martha said, “You know I have other issues. I
figured once I showed you the Dr. Frank website, you’d stop rereading that one article
over and over again.”
Ted ignored her and flipped to the article before reading aloud, “Get Real, Get
Smart, Get Going. 5 Ways to Become Your Adult Child’s Friend.” Dr. Frank had become
Ted’s obsession since his retirement. He admired the way he sat in judgment of cheating
spouses and parents of ADHD children. He always knew what to say and how to say it.
His guests always cried and listened. Anytime Ted made someone cry, he had to bargain
forgiveness with tennis bracelets and spring break vacations, but that’s what he got for
being the only male. It was him against Martha and Sarah. Had been since Sarah was
born and he realized that daddy’s little girl was a myth. It was more like “Daddy, give me
your wallet.” He had considered bringing his family on Dr. Frank’s show. After months
of watching, he knew how to play the appropriate ten minutes of vehement denial, then to
buckle for the two-minute cry, finally ending with their family embracing, as Dr. Frank
and Mrs. Dr. Frank nodded approvingly.

Once, he had typed the email request to appear on the show, but the show was
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filmed in New York, and he decided not to send it in because Martha and Sarah would
spend all his retirement savings just picking outfits. So he did the next best thing. He
watched the show daily, requested transcripts, and read the website once Martha showed
him how. She was better at the new technology. The monitor didn’t give her headaches,
and she could type without looking at the keys. Somewhere between 1965 (when he
graduated from high school) and 1980 (when Martha graduated), typing became an
alternative to home economics, causing Ted to often joke, “If they were still teaching
women home economics and typing instead of math and science, the world would be a
better place.” Overall, he was glad he had married a younger woman. She looked better
than his friends’ wives, though she treated him as if he were senile and didn’t pay him
much attention. No one took him seriously, not like they took Dr. Frank, but that was
going to change.
If ever Ted needed to be listened to, it was now. Tomorrow Sarah would arrive,
the day before she would board the plane and move to Australia, leaving her parents
behind in Louisiana with no plans to return for at least a year. Since Patrick, the one Ted
felt was responsible for his current crisis, wouldn’t arrive until the day of departure at the
airport, Ted would have his chance with Sarah alone to make her see his side.
Pushing back his bifocals, Ted began reading: 5) Own responsibility for what you
did wrong. – Daycare became a billion dollar business in the 80s with both Mom and
Dad punching the clock from 9-to-5. At one point in your child’s life, she probably
accidentally called her teacher “Mommy,” and now that’s she’s grown up, she’s
probably dating some “Daddies” or “anti-daddies.” All the “cool” guys she’s brought

home are your fault, and hating them won’t solve the problem. You have to own up to
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your failures as parent to open the communication lines.
Closing the magazine, Ted asked, “Martha, was I really that bad? So what if she
was in some daycares. She’s not dead. She wasn’t pregnant at 12 like those girls I see on
Maury. She’s stopped dating the absolute deadbeats, and she’s got a real job.” He
remembered watching her climb off a motorcycle with that greasy Charlie guy who
seemed to have more piercings than skin. He told her that a man without a decent car
wasn’t a man worth her time, but she seemed to hear the opposite of everything he said,
so he stopped saying anything at all.
Putting down her book, Martha folded her hands, and said, “No, you weren’t that
bad, say child abuse bad, but you were away a good bit. I don’t think Sarah knows you.
All she knows is that you are her father and that you were in the military, and that’s why
you weren’t there a lot.”
“I had to work, plus y’all didn’t seem to mind spending the money I made while I
was away.” They had had this discussion before. Each time, Ted waited for Martha to tell
him it wasn’t his fault, but she never did. She used to at least admit he was a good
provider, but lately, she seemed tired of talking to him. He wondered when he had grown
so tiresome.
“No one’s saying you didn’t have to work,” Martha said, sighing, “but I am
saying, as I’ve said before, she thinks you’re much more of a hardass than you really are.
I shouldn’t have let her watch so many movies. She never wanted to believe that your life
was more like Hot Shots than Top Gun. And your theatrics at Christmas didn’t help.”
“I wasn’t even Hot Shots. General enlisted don’t get to fly or go on secret
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missions. I went around the world to file paper work. I just can’t figure out why she gets
upset with me. I always gave her whatever she wanted.”
“Your years in the Chair Force aren’t the problem, and don’t act like you didn’t
have your fun. I tried to tell you that you can’t give her everything and ever expect her to
be happy. Anyway, in 20 years, she and Patrick will be lying in bed having this very
conversation about their children.”
“That’s exactly what I’m afraid of.” Fear was something Ted knew clearly. They
all thought he was crazy when he heaved Patrick’s suitcases out the front door before
grabbing him by the pressure points in his neck and escorting him outside, while telling
him he kept a loaded gun and wasn’t afraid to use it. He wasn’t crazy. He was scared then
and was more so now that the day was so close.
“Well dear, maybe Dr. Frank can finally help, or you could just get over it. Turn
off the light when you’re done. I’m going to bed.”
Ted reopened his magazine and studied the steps. Tomorrow, Sarah would be
there, and he’d be ready with his Dr. Frank approved ways. Ted fell asleep that night
dreaming of the episode dedicated to him, a family warrior who managed to save his
child from the worst decision of her life and to repair years of unintentional neglect. He
was going to “open the lines of communication and began remediation,” and Sarah, for
once, was going to listen.
***
In a gray undershirt, red robe, and black sweat pants, Ted sat the next morning
like a corpse in his recliner. Sarah had arrived only a few minutes earlier, and Martha was
still in the shower. He had been plotting his move, but Sarah’s movements made his

bones tired, and he couldn’t think of how to begin. He wished she’d be still, but she
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swung her feet, took a deep breath, scratched her head, and looked at him with a mixture
of self-pity and hatred.
As he leaned forward and examined the slippers she had given him ten
Christmases ago, he decided to start out slowly and ask, “Baby, do you remember that
Christmas?” Lifting his feet, he said, “You came home from Ole Miss for the first time.
You were so happy to see us. I always wear these slippers when I sit. I don’t walk in
them though. I don’t want to wear the soles out.” He felt good about his choice. He had
reminded her of happier times, disarmed her and made clear that he cared about what she
did.
“Daddy, they’re shoes, you’re supposed to wear the soles out. If you wear them
out, I’ll buy you new slippers.” Ted was feeling better. She didn’t seem angry anymore,
not like she was on the phone.
“No need for that. I like these slippers just fine.” He sank back, letting the footrest
rise, so he could bring his feet to the level of the coffee table. It helped his circulation. He
was happy she still called him Daddy. He was still winning that battle. He was always
afraid she’d pick up calling him by his first name from her friends. He didn’t want to be
Ted to her. He wanted to be the daddy in the letters she sent him when he was in Turkey
asking if he could hear the water sloshing in the camels’ humps as they passed, or if he
had seen any mirages and thought they were real. He sent her a picture once of him riding
a camel and wrote a short letter on the back telling her that when you put your ear against
the hump it sounds like the ocean.
Thinking of his next words, Ted was distracted by the sound of the hall clock
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ticking. The ticks reminded him that every second he was silent, he was losing ground.
He looked at the clock, which hid the notches on the wall where he marked her height
every birthday until she was 12, his first full year back from the Philippines. She had
gotten her period that year and was no longer a little girl as she had told him on the pink
stationery he had sent her. He looked at his little girl, now 24, but still with his brown
eyes and his slender frame. He wondered if her favorite flavor of Kool-Aid was still
cherry. “Would you like some Kool-Aid?” he asked as he prepared to stand. His knees
popped, and he hoped she hadn’t heard. He needed to be sound and firm.
“No, I’m not thirsty. Where’s Mom? What are we doing today? I’d love to go eat
some lobster.” Her excited tone made him cringe. He knew Martha would be out of the
shower in no more than twenty minutes, and once she was dressed, he wouldn’t have a
chance to speak to Sarah alone again.
“She’s around somewhere. You know your mother.” He was trying to pace
himself, but things were not going as he had planned. He thought he could just sit down,
be calm and interested, and talking would come easy, but it was taking too long, and he
was losing focus. He needed to remember the ways: 4) Regain your status as parent.
Even though you neglected your child (and don’t say you didn’t, if you hadn’t, you’d
already be your child’s friend and not reading this article) you are still the parent, not a
wallet, not a scapegoat. You made the decisions, good and bad, because you had to, and
make your child understand that deciding isn’t easy, but that’s what parents do.
“Oh, we can do whatever you want once your mother’s ready to go. How’s
work?” he asked, sounding overly cheerful, trying to edge near his target. He noticed the
lines beginning to form between her brows. He hoped she would age better than he had.
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By 40, he had the worry lines of a man of 60. Now in his 60’s, his hair was gone, and his
sight was going from his first years of tinkering in the missile silos.
“Work is fine for me. Great for Patrick too. It looks like he’ll be getting that
promotion soon after we arrive in Australia.” She smiled at her father. He sighed. Patrick
was an alright person. He worked at least, but he looked like a man who could love too
much, and Ted knew that love was the only thing more dangerous than war. He could feel
her looking at the back of his speckled egg head, when she asked, “Daddy, why don’t you
like him?”
“How am I supposed to?” He let it slip. Today wasn’t supposed to be about him
or Patrick. It was supposed to be about her. He had lost his Dr. Frank “stern but
concerned” face before he could even get her past the denial stage every guest seemed to
have before they accepted Dr. Frank’s advice.
“What do you mean ‘how are you supposed to?’ You’re supposed to stand up
when he comes in the room. You’re supposed to say hello, how are you? You’re
supposed to act like you give a damn and not run and hide in your shed. That’s what
you’re supposed to do. That’s what daddies do.” Sarah collapsed against the back of the
couch.
“I was never great at being a father.” He knew he wasn’t, Dr. Frank had that one
right. When she was three months old, he’d dropped her on her head when he jumped up
to cheer for the Bulls. When she was two years old, he found her headfirst in an empty
bucket in the kitchen. When she was six, he had his first year without any TDY. Because
of the marriage counselor’s advice, Ted had asked the military to stop shipping him
around the world, so he could spend more time with his family. Yet, the time didn’t come

easily. Even though he was at home, he forgot to pick her up from school so regularly
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that another mother volunteered to take her home, and for some reason he couldn’t
remember, he let Sarah find her own ride for her next 11 years of school. He knew he had
been a lazy father, but that was who he was. Plus it was not like Martha did so much
better than he. She just had a better excuse working late as a bookkeeper. If she hadn’t
been busy working so much, she could have been there. After waking up at four a.m.
every morning, he had been too tired to deal with Sarah even though he was usually
home by three.
That was all years ago, and he felt it was time for her to get over what he did and
didn’t do during her childhood. Her life wasn’t really all that bad. She could thank his
years of saluting officers for her health, her education, and the ability to be sitting there
fussing at him. Besides, he had gotten better. He bought a computer like she wanted and
learned to email like she asked him. He didn’t tell her that the monitor gave him a
headache or that his arthritis made him type with his two pointer fingers, the same ones
she used to grasp from her crib. He turned away from the window and looked at her. “I
try honey. I do, but you know me. I was just getting settled with us talking every week
and now you’re leaving.”
“Oh, I do know you,” she said, “but we can still talk on the Internet and the phone
when I’m in Australia.”
“It won’t be the same talking on the phone when I know you’re that far away, and
have you thought of what you’re going to do if you need to get home? I’m not a young
man, Sarah. I could die days before you could get a flight and who would take care of
your mother?” He broke away from her hard brown eyes and looked back out the

window, finally realizing he had said what he had been hiding from himself. He
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wondered if she remembered where her swing set used to stand. He had had to take it
down, when it cracked and rusted and she sliced her thigh on the slide. Ten stitches. The
doctors had threatened to kick him out of the ER if he didn’t calm down.
She leaned toward her father and touched his knee. “Daddy, what’s this really
about? Are you sick? You’re too tough to ever get sick. Are you mad because I’m still
with Patrick after you told me to leave him? Or is it something else? How can I make
things ok if you won’t tell me what’s really wrong?”
He carefully laid his hand on her still baby-soft skin and thought cautiously about
his next words. These would be the ones to turn things around. She was setting them up,
and he was going to knock them down. “Well,” he paused and cleared his throat, “after
you told me that your doctor told you that you had trouble finding stable relationships
because you clung to anyone who would be a strong male figure.”
She took her hand away. “Yeah and what?”
“How am I supposed to believe this guy is good for you, really loves you, and
how am I supposed to believe you really love him? I got on the internet and looked up all
sorts of things about girls who pick the wrong men because of inattentive fathers. I’m
inattentive. I’m no good, so I think it’d be best if you let Patrick go to Australia by
himself while you stay here.” He had stated his case, given his facts, and now all he
needed to do was sit back and wait for her to cry.
Sarah sat scrunching her face and crossing her arms. “So what are you saying?
Because you were a lazy father and husband, you don’t believe anyone else could do
better. You know some people know what love is and aren’t afraid to show it, and not
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every man is like you. You aren’t even like you anymore. Since when do you talk to this
much?”
Ted could tell she was trying to turn it around on him. Guests sometimes did this
to Dr. Frank, especially when he noticed they felt threatened. He couldn’t let her change
the topic. He was too close to getting her to admit she needed him. He knew Dr. Frank
didn’t really stop during the commercial breaks. He had to keep at them to break down
their “emotional barricades.” This was Ted’s plan, to use the 5 ways to get down Sarah’s
wall. He didn’t like upsetting her, but he knew it was the only way to make her admit
why she was leaving and to make her realize what it would really mean for her to be
gone. “Sarah, stop running to your mother. You’re too old to do that anymore. Why does
it matter what I think or how I treat him? It’s time that you took responsibility for what
goes wrong in your life. While I wasn’t the best father, I wasn’t a bad one. I never beat
you or starved you. I haven’t made a decision for you in years, yet I’m still to blame? It’s
time you look in the mirror and grow up,” he said checking off the list in his mind. It was
hard to make her see herself, but he knew it had to be done. He sat beaming, proud of his
execution, but Sarah didn’t look like she was ready to crack. She sighed.
“Dad, you’re a real asshole, and you need to stop watching so much Dr. Frank.
You need to go look at your own self in the mirror.” She didn’t give him a chance to say
anything more. It was just like Christmas all over again except this time he knew better
than to pull out the magazine for notes, and still the response was the same. He was the
mean, old fool, barely worth the pity. If he had been a lesser man, he would have thought
it was almost too late to bother, but he could only think of Dr. Frank and the list: 3) Stop
and avoid any destructive behaviors. Don’t argue with your child. Your family is not a
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debate. You are both imperfect people who must come to terms with your failures to rise
above and see what successes you can make in common.
He knew he was right this time, and he hadn’t done anything wrong. She just
needed a break before he continued. He was a man with a plan, and it was going to work.
He just needed to adjust a few things and review, so he stood up slowly and crept to the
backdoor and out to the backyard and into the woodshop he had built when her infant
cries seeped through every wall in the house and burrowed in him like trichina. His shed
hadn’t changed much since December, but he was glad the weather was warmer now. He
didn’t have to deal with those awkward moments of finding his jacket before he went
outside to regroup.
As he sat outside fiddling with fishing lures, he thought how easy it would be to
hide his gun in his boot. He could just flash it at Patrick and scare him away or even just
showing it at the airport would probably stop the flights for at least the morning. They’d
have to reschedule and get him out of jail, even if he was arrested and offered bail, but
they’d probably just leave him there in the cell while they boarded a later flight. As they
said their goodbyes, they’d be laughing at the idea of him caged up in the fluorescent
orange jumpsuit picking up trash along the interstate. Ted laughed at himself. He knew
he’d rather pay a fine than pick of trash, and his reservists friends would probably write
off the hours for him. He knew to keep his gun to himself. He was saving it for when
Sarah and Patrick eventually visited. Then he could take Patrick out on his boat and tell
him he had the choice of being eaten catfish and crabs or leaving Sarah alone. His years
in the service taught him that intimidation took out more enemies than direct fire. He’d
just had to flash the black handle, and old Patty boy would be gone.

Ted looked through his mildewed shop window to see Martha coming toward
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him. Her arms were crossed and her lips were pressed until she began yelling, “What the
hell, Ted? What the hell? Are you getting senile or something? What did you think you
were going to accomplish except ruining her last day in town and making her never want
to come back? She’s inside crying about how you’re always trying to ruin her happiness,
and she’s right. Didn’t you learn anything from Dr. Frank? Hasn’t he taught you to shut
your fat mouth yet?”
“I didn’t realize I was the one who was supposed to shut up. It seems to me that
I’m the only person here that’s using any common sense. Martha, she can’t run off with
that boy. He hasn’t even asked her to marry him yet. He’s no good. She’s obviously just
being with him to make me mad.”
“No, you aren’t any good. I should have left you after Mi Sung or Perlai or
whatever her name called here and Sarah picked up.”
“I left what happened in the Philippines there. A man should be given some
allowances. You don’t know how hard it is to be away.”
“You don’t know how hard it is to wait, but you’re going to learn. And don’t you
even think about showing off your gun to bully anyone around this time. If you do, I’ll
unload my .22 in you.” With that Martha turned and left. He moved the spade and the
shovel to a different wall, swept the floor with his push broom, and thought about dusting
his screwdrivers when he figured enough time had passed. When he went back inside, he
called out, “Martha, dear, Sarah, baby. I’m sorry. Let’s talk. I’m hungry. We can go eat
lobster.” But no one responded. He looked down and saw a pillow and a blanket on the
couch and a note on top. “Took your credit card. We’re having a girls’ day out and

staying in a suite at the Beau Rivage hotel tonight. We went ahead and took Sarah’s
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luggage. We’ll see you at the airport tomorrow.”
The house was quiet, and Ted hoped Martha had at least had some leftovers, but
she hadn’t cooked at all that week, so he had to fix his own lunch and supper. He
wondered if this was how it would have been if they had gotten the divorce. He could
have brought Perlas to the States and had an obedient wife and daughters who loved him,
but he didn’t want Perlas, not even when he had her. He had only been with her for a
month or two, and it hadn’t even been good. She had given him the clap and sent him to
the military doctor who laughed at him while inspecting his genitals. “You know you’re
lucky this is all you got. This isn’t WWII buddy. You’re only stationed here six months.
Don’t you have some nice family waiting on you? There’s no reason to sleep with the
dirty ones.”
There was a reason. He was lonely, and no one seemed to care. When he called
home to talk, he got some teenage babysitter because Martha was still at the office
working late. He’d talk to Sarah for a few minutes before she’d want to go back to
watching cartoons. They seemed to be making it fine without him. He thought they barely
noticed he was gone, so when he climbed into those brown and yellow stained sheets, he
thought it would somehow change things. And when he called home again the next time,
not even a babysitter answered the phone, so he visited Perlas who smiled when he
walked up, took his shoes, and brought him dinner. Then he started noticing the
discharge, but after that he said he wasn’t going back. He hadn’t known she was going to
call his family. He still didn’t know how she got his home number. It wasn’t his fault that
Sarah answered the phone. When he got back to the States, he told her that Perlas had
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made up the stuff about him wanting a divorce and having a new family and that he never
wanted to replace her.
***
Ted didn’t know how he was supposed to fix things before the morning if they
weren’t there. He figured that was their plan. He could go to the Beau and confront them.
He knew better than to start anything there. No, he was best to stay at home and make a
dinner of grits and eggs and get ready for tomorrow. Ted thought about how he had
gotten to this point. He was always saying or doing the wrong thing somehow, at least
that’s what Martha said. She had called off their own engagement a month before the
wedding because she said he wasn’t ready to care about anyone else but himself. She said
he was an over-rationalizing machine who completely omitted the human element. He
didn’t know what she meant, but figured it was something she picked up in college. He
tried to remember how he got her back, but all he could think of was a pair of diamond
earrings. He knew that wasn’t it, but whatever it was, was enough for her to call each
guest personally and admit she was just having jitters and the wedding was still on,
though the honeymoon was more platonic than Ted had planned on. He was glad he had
been scheduled to leave the following week for TDY at a Canadian base, and when he
came home after his two months away, he finally felt at home with her. He wished she
were home now, her and Sarah both.
On the coffee table, he noticed a new picture of Sarah and Patrick with Patrick’s
fat fingers pressing into her skin, and Ted thought about that day in December when he
first tried to save Sarah. He could see where this relationship was going, and he didn’t
like it, though he couldn’t explain why. When he tried to talk about it with Patrick and

Martha there, they all shut him down, telling him he was being irrational and when he
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calmed down, he would be able to see what a great move this would be for Patrick’s
career and how many photo shoot options Sarah would have in Australia. He was calm.
They were deluded, and the next morning he had seen his opportunity to do something
about it, so he took out the magazine and asked to speak to Sarah alone, sending Patrick
to watch TV in the guest room. He had just wanted his family back. He had just wanted
to do it right finally when he had said, “Look honey, I thought about what you said last
night, and I really think we should work on our relationship more before you leave the
country. We need to be a family again before you go off making your own in some crazy
place.”
“Dad, we were never a family. You were always too busy doing something else,
anything else, someone else, than to be with us. And don’t use the Air Force as an
excuse, you only went TDY what, three times after I was born. You were around more
than you like to admit,” Sarah said, too tired from the night of arguing before to even
sound angry.
“This isn’t up for discussion. You’re not going to going off with anyone. I don’t
care if you have a job out there and a house. You’re not ready to go, and if I have to get
rid of this boy to make you see that, I will.”
“That’s just like you. You want things to be negotiated your way. Nothing is good
or worthy until it goes through you. Well Daddy, I’m through with this.”
“Sarah, I just…” He wanted her to give in, to understand what she was asking
him.
“You just what? Wanted to do what’s best for me? How many times are you
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going to use that excuse. That phrase has no meaning anymore. You’ve beat it to death.
You’re beating me to death. I’m tired.”
“Sarah, I…” He paused, looked at his child with his wife’s long wavy brown hair.
He noticed how much deeper the lines in her face became when she glared.
“Well what is it?” She crossed her arms, and he noticed how her freckles
disappeared when her cheeks were red. 2) Let your child know that you love her. If you
and your child aren’t friends, then you’ve likely made yourself so distant from working
too much or trying too hard to be harsh but never taking the time to balance it with gentle
care. Your child probably thinks you view her as a responsibility, and you need to explain
that your love is not an obligation.
“ I…” His voice was shaky, so he stopped, cleared his throat and said slowly, “I
love you.” These were the magic words that were supposed to start the healing. He
watched the patterns of the blinking Christmas lights, as he waited for her to respond. In
the silence he realized how much power those three words have when they’re withheld.
He wondered then like he wondered now if she would ever say it again. She
wouldn’t say it if she hated him. She was moving half a world away and wouldn’t be
saying anything at all. She was going to live in the Crocodile Dun Dee wilderness and
forget all about him because he knew he wasn’t important enough to remember. He
flipped the photo over to see “WE’VE MOVED!!!” printed across the top and Sarah and
Patrick’s new phone number and mailing address on the bottom.
“Well Dr. Frank, what am I supposed to do now?” Ted spoke to the silence and
turned on the TV before falling asleep.
***
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Ted woke up the next morning wondering if he could watch Sarah walk down the
runway and board the plane even if he had wanted her to go. He wondered if Dr. Frank
would tell him that now was the time to let her make her own mistakes.
While getting dressed and brushing his teeth, he practiced what he was going to
tell Sarah to fix this. He figured he’d walk up and tell her she was grown now and he was
proud of her. Then he’d kiss her on her forehead. Then he’d tell her he was sorry for how
he had been, but he couldn’t help it because he did love her so much and he just never
knew how to say it, and that love was scary because it changes how you see things, but
he’d have to be careful with this part. He’d ask her to sit down, and he’d say, “Baby, I’m
not a perfect man.” At this point, he figured he’d have her at least so emotional, happy or
mad, at him that she wouldn’t be able to board the plane without causing a scene.
Either way, the trip would have to be delayed, and he’d have the day to start over
and make it up to her. While she was yelling about him, he’d go to Patrick and tell him
that she was having second thoughts, and the move – at least her participation in it –
should be called off. They wouldn’t be able to sort it all out before the final boarding was
called. He figured Sarah wouldn’t hate him forever or even the whole day once he took
them all out to lunch including Patrick, especially once he sat down and pretended to
want a relationship with him, while honestly begging his daughter to listen to him. Then
he would have the chance later to tell her that she would one day find the man who loved
her and who fit in with their family and who wouldn’t be causing all these problems, if
she just gave herself the chance. When she was talking to him again, he would tell her
that she was a princess she deserved a real prince, and she would be so glad to listen to a
daddy who loved her so much.
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Secure in his new plan, Dr. Frank approved or not, he arrived at the airport. He
could hear Sarah and Martha chatting as he walked up to them waiting to cross through
security. Patrick was off by the window on his cell phone.
“Well look who showed up,” Martha said. “I thought they were going to have to
check in without seeing you.”
Sarah said nothing to him. She had gotten a haircut the day before. He wondered
how much it had cost him. It made her look older and more like him.
Martha spoke again, “Well what do you have to say for yourself? You know since
9/11 only passengers are allowed past the checkpoint and you have to get in there two
hours before for international flights, and we had just decided that they were going to
have to reschedule just to make sure they saw you before they left.”
“Martha, I’m here, aren’t I?” He was preparing to say, “Sarah, let’s talk before
you go,” but the coldness of her voice made him lose his words.
“Yeah Dad, you are here. How does it feel to finally be where you’re supposed
to? It’s nice to see it didn’t kill you.” Sarah turned off and walked toward Patrick, patting
his shoulder and pointing at him. Patrick looked over and smiled and put down the phone
and began walking over.
Ted thought knowing he had tried would make a difference, but somehow he was
worse off than when he started. He couldn’t think of anything to say that would matter to
them. His plans only seemed to work in his head. He couldn’t make what he dreamed of
map out. Things would have been easier on a closed set without the distraction of the
people brushing past with their luggage. Martha and Sarah wouldn’t have been so mean
to him if they were on camera. They would have been forced to listen, and Dr. Frank

would have been there with his hand on his shoulder supporting him. Here, he was
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standing away from his family who looked as if they wished he hadn’t come.
He wished he hadn’t come. He probably shouldn’t have married Martha in the
first place, probably shouldn’t have had kids, but he did. He could see he wasn’t going to
have his chance to be heard this morning. There was nothing he could do about it.
“Hey Ted, glad to see you here,” said Patrick, reaching out his luggage-free hand.
Ted stood there staring at the hand, wondering how long he’d leave it there before he
took it back. He could feel all their eyes on him, and he realized he couldn’t win this one,
at least not the way he had planned. He wondered where he had gone wrong. He must
have missed something, a step, an episode, but he didn’t have time to look anything up
now. Patrick was waiting. They were all waiting for him.
Without a smile or any words, Ted reached out, taking Patrick’s hand into his,
squeezing too hard and not looking in his eyes, all the while waiting for the last step to
make sense: 1) Forgive yourself. Even if you didn’t do the best you could, it’s in the past
now, and there’s no sense in dwelling in it. Just as you don’t like every person you meet,
your child doesn’t have to like you. Believe it or not, your relationship will improve if you
just back off and accept that. You’ve got to get real, get smart, and get going. He thought
maybe he didn’t always know what was best, or at least he couldn’t always make what
was best happen, but they would eventually see that this was all about them, not him, and
he would get his chance to speak, and they would listen. He just had to play it their way
first. He figured, if he could forgive himself, then she could too. After all, Martha had for
that time in the Philippines. Good things can come from forgiveness, he told himself.

CHAPTER VII
TO BE REAL
Alison Bradley’s pencil bent as she ground her words into the paper, sending
chunks of lead flying like shrapnel. She sat on the grass outside the Pearlersand College’s
library. As she mumbled, she wrote faster; and as she spoke, she spoke less clearly as she
wrote about them. She began writing about them when she was eight, during the summer
after her parents’ divorce. Her mother Mariah had bought her a simple black journal to
catalogue who her father was dating and how they treated her. First she had to write the
date’s ethnicity, then approximate weight and height, occupation, etc. When the journal
stopped being enough, Mariah made Alison keep a tape recorder in her purse. They
reviewed the tapes every weekend when Alison spent the night.
On a July weekend, Mariah fixed Alison’s hair while they listened to the tapes of
a giggling blond girl named Clarissa, who talked mostly about her dreams to travel and
her brushes with fame.
“Once in an airport in California, I saw Julia Roberts…” the voice continued.
“She really does look like a horse, an ugly red-headed horse. Her teeth were so big. All
she has going for her are those lips…”
“God, does this one ever shut up?” Mariah asked as she stopped the tape. “You’d
think Stephen would have sent her away weeks ago.”
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“Daddy never makes her go home. She sleeps over every night.”
“Do you like her?”
“Not if you don’t want me to.”
“Baby, I want you to think for yourself, but just remember these white girls your
father brings home, they’re plain girls.” Mariah smoothly slid green grease along the
rows she had just parted in Alison’s hair. “Plain girls, without thoughts, without real
beauty, almost without souls. They do it because they are weak and pathetic. They are
thieves, con-artists, who steal personalities and husbands they don’t have the rights to.”
***
Outside of the library, Alison laughed as she wrote in her journal about how she
had shamed that blonde soulless bitch in lab. She thought the bitch would be an ok lab
partner. She was pretty with her long hair gliding across her face to and fro like hundreds
of golden kite tails. Pretty people are better partners than ugly ones because they have the
confidence to get their work done. Ugly people are the worst partners. They need
reassurance for everything.
Though her face remained too far away to decipher her features, her tossing hair,
echoing giggles, and bouncy steps emitted attractiveness like sonar. However, as she
came in view, she was a vast disappointment. Alison was sure she could go to Wal-Mart
and pick out which blonde bleach she used monthly. Her blonde was fake like Marilyn
Monroe’s, an almost white blonde, a color that could never occur in nature. She had oversized Anime eyes that made her look as if she were surprised all time, and perhaps she
was.
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Alison tried to treat the bitch like a normal person. She introduced herself and
suggested who should do what parts so they could get out of lab early.
“Um, I don’t work good on my own,” the bitch said. “And I don’t have a lab
manual yet, I’m still waiting on my loan money. Can’t we just work together?”
By working together, she meant that Alison would do all the measurements,
boiling, data recording, and cleaning. Alison decided it would be best for the bitch if she
didn’t speak to her.
“I promise I’ll be more prepared next time. This lab was just so boring. I don’t
really care about the density of saltwater. I didn’t even want to take this class. The only
chemicals I ever use come from a hair dye box.”
Alison looked up and she said, “Next time? Well maybe next time we’ll learn to
manufacture that awful piss-beer color you dye your hair, and you can stop throwing
away your money. Then, maybe the lab after that, we’ll learn how to make you a
personality.”
Alison wrote that she was pleased to overhear the ugly bitch asking the lab
instructor for a different partner.
***
Though she wasn’t the prettiest girl around, Alison had placed in a few beauty
pageants, but she always lost first place to one of them. Her dark skin, thick hair, and
wide nose had been a novelty at most of the Southern pageants. Alison didn’t mind the
pageants. When she agreed to her first one, her father finally left her alone about being
nice to Clarissa. Out of all the glitter and make up, she only hated the fake eyelashes that
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Clarissa insisted she wear. She didn’t like Clarissa getting so close to her, especially after
she lost. She knew Clarissa hated her sometimes. After Alison didn’t win the runner-ups,
Clarissa would rip off Alison’s fake lashes and toss them in the trashcan.
Alison did pageants for about six months until the Sweet Miss Alabama Pageant
in Huntsville. From backstage, Alison stared at the pink and yellow that decorated every
corner of the conference room. In her pastel lime gown, she donned a Vaseline smile,
walked from the left corner to the right, and then stopped in the center under the banner
that read “Rosebud Extravaganza.” On her second visual sweep of the crowd, she saw
Mariah enter the room. Alison wanted to run off stage as Mariah, in black sweats, silently
walked toward her, and dragged her off stage by her arm. Alison was rubbing the
indentions Mariah’s nails had left in her arm when Clarissa appeared from the audience.
Before she could speak, Mariah began yelling at her.
“I don’t want my daughter looking like some air-brushed hussy—all dolled up for
you people to judge”
“What you mean is you don’t want your daughter liking me,” Clarissa said.
“Damn right I don’t. Alison, get your shit. We’re going home.”
***
The sun cast a shadow on her journal page since she had begun writing about lab,
and Alison laid down her pencil in the grass and ran her fingers through her coarse hair.
Every wave and kink made her unique, honest, and real, unlike any of them. She took a
mirror out of her messenger bag and smiled at herself. Her full lips would never need
collagen like Clarissa got five summers ago. With lips blown up enough to pop, Clarissa
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told her, “Yeah it hurts, but beauty is pain. Natural is overrated. It’s like I’m always
telling you about hair dye. I don’t squeeze my own milk. I don’t slaughter my own steak.
Why would I keep my natural hair color? Besides, blondes have more fun.”
Alison’s black hair absorbed the sunlight and heated up like metal as she picked
up her pencil again and began writing until the heat drove her to the Union, a one story
building on the with generic fast-food places like Metroway, Arny’s, and Taco’s Swell.
While eating her veggie sub, she saw Sandi, one of them who was once real. Back in
elementary and middle school, she and Sandi had been best friends. With her shiny
bronze-blonde locks, Sandi was a pro: first prom queen, then class favorite, and now a
student recruiter. Her roots never showed, but she never completely dyed all of the brown
out. It almost appeared natural. If she hadn’t known her before, she would have been
fooled. Today she was different but familiar. Her hair looked a little too natural. Alison
stared at her old friend rinsed and raised from the dead.
Sandi walked over to Alison’s table and sat down.
“So?” Sandi asked as she slung her head in a circular motion only found on
shampoo commercials before she sat down.
“It’s nice Sandi,” Alison said. “Good to see you finally exploring who you really
are. Maybe next time you’ll just skip the dye and let the real you show.”
“Oh, shut up Alison,” Sandi said. “It’s just dye. Blonde dye, brown dye. It’s all
the same.”
It wasn’t just dye. It wasn’t the same. Her face was darker as if it were dirty, and
her eyes seemed smaller in comparison to the concentric rings rippling under them. Her
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head had shrunken. She looked like a bad photocopy. Alison understood now why an
aisle exists in every drug store for them, those girls who take full body shots instead of
close-ups. Those girls like the old Sandi who kept their necklines low to keep people
from noticing how plain and worn-down their faces really were. Alison wished Sandi
hadn’t dyed her hair so brown.
“When are you dying it back?” Alison asked.
“I don’t know. Why does it matter? I never understood what was with you and
hair,” Sandi said. “Oh there’s Michael. We had a great date last weekend. I think he’s a
keeper.” She stood up and waved at him, but he sat at a table with another girl who
looked remarkably like previously blonde Sandi. “How do you like that,” she said,
folding her arms across her chest. “Hmph, well I have to go. See ya.”
***
While she was at Wal-Mart that night, Alison couldn’t help but remember the
change in Sandi’s looks. Alison had never considered it could be that easy, just deciding
to change it, not just it but also to change how people treat her. She had spent the day
thinking about what change dye would bring to her. She wasn’t sure if anyone would
notice or if they did notice, she didn’t know if would change anything. As she stared at
the shelves, she decided she was thinking too much about it. She always thought too
much and did too little, so she hid the “honey auburn” box in her cart underneath her tofu
and ice cream. The aisles were empty except for the graveyard shift workers restocking
the surrounding shelves with shampoos, conditioners, and body wash. She scratched the
dye off her list.
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Besides her heart’s staccato beat, Alison only heard the screeching of her
shopping cart, as she walked slowly towards the check out lanes, looking for the shortest
line that was closest to the door. She scanned the nearly vacant store before she unloaded
her items on the conveyer belt. Listening to the beeps of her items being swiped quickly
across the scanner, she pretended to read the headlines on the magazines and tabloids and
said nothing else to the cashier and paid with cash. She checked her bags to make sure
she had everything and discarded her receipt in a trashcan outside of the store. She
considered throwing away the dye too.
Back at her apartment, she put away her groceries in her kitchen. After placing the
tofu in the crisper, Alison picked up the dye box and put it back down. She decided she
wanted ice cream. While she ate, she stared at the box and wondered if it would be the
fairy godmother she hoped. She dropped two more scoops of ice cream into her bowl.
Toying with the melted ice cream, she decided it was time. I don’t want to stay up all
night, but it must be done. Sleepy and nervous, she picked up the box and went to the
bathroom. She locked the door and looked at herself in the mirror. She’d never done
anything to her hair, not even a relaxer. She’d never given in when she was teased for her
nappy greasy hair that no one ever ran his fingers through. It didn’t toss or fly or animate
in any way. It was just there stiff, natural, attracting no attention. She opened the box and
thought of her family portraits, her pageant photos where the runner-up’s tiara
disappeared in her thick black mass, and her prom pictures where her fro was the closest
thing to a date.
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After removing her glasses, she put a towel around her neck. She was sweating
when she squirted the red goop in her hair. It was too red like fake blood from a horror
movie. She sat on her toilet watching her clock as she let the dye sit in her hair for its 15
minutes. She closed her eyes and thought about sleep to ignore the slight stinging.
When she opened her eyes, she could see a light under the door from the hallway.
When she tried to move, her muscles were heavy and senseless. Everything hurt. She sat
still, wondering why she and her muscles were asleep in the bathroom. She scratched her
head and put her hand down on her lap. Seeing the mess of red dye and hair stuck to her
jeans, she scrambled into the shower water that burned her raw scalp as she frantically
rinsed. The dye came out along with her hair. Like spider webs, it tangled around her
fingers and lay in clumps in her palms, and her shoulders, and on top of the drain.
When she emerged wet, cold, and shivering, she had only random strands of hair
left on her head. She leaned against the counter and looked down in the sink. The dye box
mocked her with its smiling red head tossing long shiny hair. She swatted the bitch off
the counter like a fly. They won’t go away as easily. Her mother would tell her she got
what she deserved for trying to change who she was. Clarissa and Sandi would ask why
she didn’t ask them for help. Alison took her pink Bic razor to the remaining strands on
her scalp. She didn’t look in the mirror while she shaved. Nor did she look at them when
she revealed her bald, red scalp.
That evening she did not look Mariah in the eyes when she revealed her scalp.
Mariah gasped before backhanding her. Alison let the first tears rolled down her hot
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stinging cheek. She knew better than to wipe away her tears in her mother’s house.
She drove the two minutes to her dad’s. He just shook his head and said, “Going
all natural now, huh? What has Mariah done now? What happened to my little girl in the
pink frilly dress who wanted world peace?”
“Dad, don’t even start.”
“He’s only trying to understand,” Clarissa said. “You never give him a chance to
speak. How about we all talk about this over dinner at the mall? We can go shopping to
buy Alison here a much needed hat.”
“No, I don’t want a hat. Giving in is what got me here.”
***
The redness nearly disappeared over the weekend. Alison came to campus
without a hat and stuck to her normal routine.
“No more trying to be who I’m not,” she wrote in her journal as she sat in the
grass. She put her pencil away and left early for class. Even though she’d only been bald
a few days, everyone noticed her now. She felt eyes watching her everywhere she went as
if she were a condemned criminal on her way to the gallows.
She sat in class thinking of fantastic lies to tell the sorority girls who persistently
asked what happened. I’m having brain surgery after class. The aliens did it last night,
and oh, they’re coming for you tomorrow. I’m entering a monastery, after my sex change
of course. Amused by her own thoughts, she didn’t notice the boy standing over her.
“Bald is beautiful,” he said.
“Well since I’m bald, I guess it is,” said Alison as she looked up. She prepared to
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insult him, but he smiled and disarmed her.
“My name is Alan, and I love your hair or moreover, lack of it.” He took a seat
near her before class began. He normally sat in the back wearing black and speaking to
no one.
Alan wasn’t her type. He limited his wardrobe to black and navy. He probably
only read fantasy novels. He wasn’t bad looking. He was a few inches taller than her and
appeared to be from some Hispanic descent with dark hair, brownish skin, and full lips
like hers. Mother wouldn’t like him. Stick to your own kind, she always said. However,
Alison hadn’t been out except for class and groceries once since she molted. She was
tired of being alone in her empty apartment. She didn’t care if he wasn’t her own, but
only that he seemed interested in her. On Monday she asked him if he wanted to get
dinner. He said he’d pick up her at six. For the date, Alison decided tight jeans and a
black tank top looked good with bald. Alan agreed.
It was dark when they entered his room, kissing. He bit her lip, and she bit him
back. He pushed her on the bed. Alison heard the zzzz of his jeans unzipping and the thud
of his pants dropping. She could hear him take steps toward her, and soon his weight
sunk the mattress as he crawled towards her. She saw the edges of him as he reached out
to her. He kissed her again stroking her cheek with his fingers. Tickling her ear with his
hot, airy breath, he whispered “go down” and kissed her and then pushed on her
shoulders. Everything about him was smooth—how he touched her, talked to her, wanted
her.
He stroked her bowling ball head as she went down on him. She noticed his balls
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were smooth like a clean-shaven face. She noticed the fuzz that was growing on her legs.
She quickly squeezed her arms around her sides and wished for some Nair.
A little light came through the heavy black curtains over his two windows. Alan
was still sleeping when she got up to use the bathroom. She slowly slid out of the bed
while looking around the room and saw a picture on his dresser of Alan and a bald girl.
Past the pictures, she saw a bathroom. She sat on his toilet, thinking about the night
before especially how he fell asleep caressing her head as if were a crystal ball hiding a
secret inside. She wondered about the bald, smiling girl in the picture.
When she reached to flush, she noticed a magazine behind the toilet. Expecting
porn, Alison grabbed it and found two more hidden behind the first. She locked the
bathroom door. She looked at the three magazines: Fetish, Shaven, and Skin. She flipped
through every page looking for the normal stuff: Playboy, Penthouse maybe even
Hustler. Instead, she found naked, bald people and not just scalp bald, but whole body
bald.
She opened his medicine cabinet to find seven cans of shaving cream and four 12packs of razors. She placed the magazines back behind the toilet and looked at herself in
the mirror. She had some fuzz trying to grow back. She looked down and wondered if
he’d go down again knowing she had a bush. She wondered if this was only a one night
stand, but she didn’t like that idea. The air conditioner turned on sending a wave of cold
air across her naked, thin body. The chill bumps made her aware of every little hair
covering her body. Each little bump had a little hair standing erect making its presence
known, and for the first time she looked at the thousands of hairs covering her body.
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Alison reopened the cabinet and removed a razor and a can of shaving cream. She
began with her head, scraping away the white foam in rows that reminded her of the
cornrows she’d get every Sunday night before bed when she was five. She next placed a
little cream on each eyebrow and removed those with four quick hard drags. She lifted
her right leg on the counter and covered it in cream. She watched the razor skate over
every curve and turn of her legs. She ran her hand over her smooth legs and smiled. She
lifted her arm to put away the razor, but hairs on her arms caught her attention. She
frosted them with cream before she shaved them. She imagined that her stomach and
breasts were mountains and a valley buried under a snowstorm. She shoveled away cream
and hair. She began looking for hair to shave. She found a few hairs on each finger that
were quickly removed. Even the two hairs on her big toes were gone. Afraid of an
accidental female circumcision, she saved her bush for last. She felt like a real woman
being able to see every fold and curve and the pink that had been so foreign to her.
She wiped her body down with a warm washcloth and returned to Alan’s room.
He rolled toward her as she lifted the sheets and snuck back in bed. “You’re beautiful,
you know,” he said wrapping around her body like a spider. She fell back asleep as he
ran his fingers from her toes to her scalp relishing the beauty of her skin.

CHAPTER VIII
WE’D LOVE TO HAVE YOU ON OUR SHOW
Call# 1212
Are you a 19-29-year-old woman who besides your taste in men is an otherwise
intelligent person who just seems to end up in the most unfulfilling relationship possible?
Do you find yourself clinging to a man who probably doesn’t want you? Do you want to
give him a lie detector test to find out if his love is true?
-orCall# 1423
Are you a 19-35-year-old woman who needs help realizing your relationship is
over and accepting you deserve better? Did he leave you physically while still haunting
you mentally? Do you want to participate in an exorcism led by a priest?
-orCall# 1592
Are you an 18-26-year-old woman in a new relationship with a guy who was just
your friend before and now you don’t know if you should be more than friends? Do you
get the feeling that he’s not really into you but just keeping you around while he’s waiting
for something better to come along? Do you want to confront, dump, and humiliate him
for his conniving ways?
Well, if you answered yes to any of those questions in our calls, we’d love to have
you on our show! Email us your story and the casting call number you’re responding to
at tellmaury@maury.net.
***
Rochelle’s story
Dear Maury,
I read your casting call # 1212, and I think it was for me. I never thought I’d be
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one of those guests, but I need to go on your show so you can give my new guy a lie
detector test. I just can’t figure out what he wants from me and if anything he’s telling me
is true. I’ll tell you the story:
Two days ago, I was sitting in traffic thinking to myself that I only believe in
God because I know some higher power, more powerful than anything I’ve yet to meet
on this Earth, is trying to fuck with me. I don’t know why. I’m not a terrible person. I’m
not a great person either, but there are plenty of other people out there much worse than
me (hell, you have them on your show five days a week), so I was mad because it didn’t
make any sense for our Lord and savior to spend his precious time screwing me over with
those fucking red lights. I was stuck in traffic, trying to get home to wash out this
hairspray. I was laying on my horn, but no one seemed to notice. These damn tourists
drive down the Biloxi-Gulfport beach strip going 10mph so they can take pictures of
crappy stucco buildings in the shape of sharks. That day was not a day for me to be late.
If I knew if I was late getting home, I wouldn’t have time to clean up before James got
there. I had to clean up. He likes his women low-key, natural, he says. He doesn’t realize
how much work natural is. James, he’s another one of God’s cruel jokes. I don’t know
why I’m even bothering. Actually I know, he’s cute and occasionally funny, and I’m 25
and not getting any younger, and while I haven’t been a bridesmaid yet, I can feel it
coming (but that’s another show).
Anyway, I always thought that being a business woman in a pin-stripped power
suit and with a tight blond bun who works at the Beau Rivage would be enough. I drive
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one of the new Mustangs, you know – made of plastic but built like the old metal ones. I
live in a beach-facing townhouse house in Gulfport, and that day I needed to arrive there
in at least 15 minutes if I wanted a chance of being actually being ready, but I still had 17
more lights to get through.
I remember when there weren’t 17 lights on highway 90 from Gulfport to Gautier,
just imported sand, shrimp boats, and the pungent smell of sheepheads, croakers, and
ground mullet sunning in ice baths on Vietnamese boats. Anyway, as much as I hate
tourists, I hate myself. It’s my job to make sure the rest of the nation knows that
Mississippi is more than cotton and that the coast is more than seafood. So in all honesty,
I must admit that this damn traffic is partly my own fault. The Beau itself has three lights.
Three lights for one fucking casino. I know it’s ridiculous. I felt ridiculous that day
entering the wagon trail of cars creeping out of the parking garage. I was headed west
sort of. I was really sitting in my Mustang watching traffic lights not change.
Don’t think I don’t love the coast. I mean even as I sat there, mad at catching
three consecutive red lights, I couldn’t help but appreciate the remaining good things
about the coast. It’s still small enough that we don’t have people coming up to our car
windows trying to wash our windshields or sell us soap at traffic lights. God, if someone
tried to wash my windshield while I was driving home, I’d shoot the bastard. Those
people aren’t on the coast yet. I hope they never come. I heard a homeless man died in
Bay St. Louis this past December, but he was probably headed to Mobile from New
Orleans before he pooped out, lay down, and froze up. How do you freeze on the coast?
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Anyway, no one was coming up to my car as I was at another red light. I looked at
the snake of cars behind me only to notice my eyeliner seemed to be thickening. I wore
light pink eye shadow, blush, and lipstick that day, so the colors would wash away easily.
James says the makeup remover smells just as bad as the makeup looks. He sometimes
makes me feel like I’ve drawn on my face with a magic marker. He’s right though. I
don’t really need this stuff, but I have an appearance to keep up at work. That day, I did
grab some wet naps from the Memphis-Q restaurant on the way out. I looked at my high
cheek bones in my left side view mirror and erased the slight color from them. Wax on.
Wax off, you know. I was really freaking out because I didn’t think I would get home in
time, and James would be there waiting, and he would see me in these heels that make
me taller than him, and I knew if I came home like that, he would look up at me and ask,
“Do you always wear that much make up to work?” God, I hate it when he talks to me
like that.
I guess I’m not starting at the beginning. I should have started three days ago. We
were at dinner at Alberti’s on Biloxi beach. James said it had charisma, but the low
lighting didn’t fool me. I could see the smears on inkjet printed menus. I didn’t even say
anything. I was just running my fingers over the smudges while we were waiting for our
water. I looked up to see James shaking his head at me, and when our eyes met, he
looked at me the way my father did when I broke curfew. I just felt like a terrible person
then, and I still do now. I mean I know I’m so complicated and hard to please, especially
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in comparison to James who can just be happy. Anyway, that was when the trouble
started. He gave me shit that night about being stuck up. That’s why I was racing home to
get out of those clothes and make up, so I would seem low-key, but I couldn’t get home. I
was just sitting in traffic screaming at this fucking Ford POS in front of me, feeling as if
the red lights were my penance, and they were conspiring with that redneck to make me
repent. At that moment, I turned my radio up to drown out the diesel engine churning in
front of me and heard a Sheryl Crow song. And it made me wonder what chance do I
have? Sheryl’s what 40 now? She’s still not married. She had Eric, but even she wasn’t
enough to hold a man. Now she’s been reduced to singing pseudo country songs with Kid
Rock.
I know I sound terrible. I wish I weren’t such a bitch all the time, but I can’t help
it. I’ve tried to stop thinking, stop saying what I think about people, but I can’t. When I
do, I feel like I’m holding my breath. I’d rather be strangled than smother myself, so I
don’t know why I was rushing home. James isn’t for me. I’m not even his girlfriend. She
lives a couple hours north. She’s some girl he started seeing before he dropped out of
college. She loves him, and he likes her to love him. I like her to love him too. I bet she’s
real country, real cute, really accommodating, the real Mississippi girl tourists expect me
to be. (Maybe you could bring her on the show, Maury.) Well she called last Saturday. I
know it was her. James had spent the night and was still asleep when I heard the rattling
drum of his phone vibrating on my hardwood floors. I tossed the phone at his head, and
he woke up with a smile like he’d been playing possum. No sooner had he cleared his
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throat and said a muffled hello did she hang up. He just shrugged his shoulders at me and
patted the bed, so I crawled in and decided to finish balancing my checkbook later. I
decided then that I didn’t care about any of that. I just wanted to enjoy being with him
while I had him.
I hate that the speed limit drops to 35 mph on this section right before my place.
What major highway has a speed limit of 35? It’s for all the tourists who drive looking at
the Beauvoir and the old manors instead of the road. I had to hover my foot over my
brake to prevent rear ending an elderly couple with Alabama tags. I gave two sharp horn
blasts, and before I could laugh about it taking five years off their lives, there was God
again, this time in the form of a seagull shitting on my windshield. I was only two lights
away, but I could already see James’ car in my driveway. When I got there, he was
sitting in my grass and he looked up at me and said, “You know you’re more likely to see
an alligator than a wave at the beach.” That’s all he said, not “hi” or “did you have a hard
day at work?” He didn’t even say anything about my make up. He just sat down on the
couch while I went and got ready. Maury, am I wasting my time? Is he really like this just
because I wear make up? Or do you think there’s something more to it. I don’t think I can
get these answers on my own. Please let me be on your show.

Sincerely,
Rochelle Smith (RoSmith@juno.com)
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***
Charlotte’s Story
Dear Maury,
My girlfriend from work told me about your casting call #1423. I guess I should
introduce myself. My name is Charlotte. I like to think of myself as an artist/philosopher.
I’ve this theory that sometimes our subconsciouses betray us. You know like with dreams
of making out with your step dad. A few days ago I had a dream that I woke up in a tutu
in a strange house with orange walls. I realized I was looking at myself in a mirror on the
ceiling, and James (that’s my ex) was lying next to me with a purple dildo shoved down
his throat. His face was blue, the veins in his neck were bulgy and purple, and his wide
open eyes made him look all too much like a fish on a hook. I knew I had finally snared
him. And that was that. I didn’t sleep anymore that night. I did, however, call James
promptly at 8:00 that morning. The phone rang four times, and I heard a sleepy “hello?”
Then I hung up the phone.
Well, he probably knew it was me. He always knew, but I didn’t have to confirm
it for him. He had to do some work, something, finally. He was the type of boy who
worked at fast food joints not because he loved the work, but because he’d be the
smartest guy in the place. You know, the type that took remedial classes, never showed
up except for the tests, and then bragged about his B’s. Yeah, the type who dated homely
girls long distance, broke up with them about every three to six weeks, and then drove
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through the night to make up, just so he’d have some romance in his life, and I was that
girl. Was once anyway, but that was months ago.
Anyway, I guess I’m writing you about James and not about James. My girlfriend
April from work said I was still hung up. I’m not sure that I am. I’ll let you decide. Let
me tell you about today. I had to go work at ten. I got off at six. My plan was to paint my
kitchen red tonight and make tortellini soup for dinner.
I live alone, well except for Mr. Creepers. I talk a lot to myself, and well, I’ve
started doing it aloud, and I can’t stop even when I’m out. Last week, someone asked me
if I was alright while I was debating over Ragu or Presto in the grocery store. But who’s
better to talk than to myself? I know me. I like me. I know how to talk to me. There’s
nothing wrong or crazy or unusual about that. Anyway, I have this theory about people
who don’t talk to themselves, don’t know themselves and are delusional fools who are
afraid of intimacy. I’m not afraid of anything. I know life is shit, and there is nothing we
can do it except make art. I’m an artist but I don’t paint watercolors or anything. I just
turn the whacked out shit in life into something meaningful like right now there are mice
in my attic, at least I think they are mice or rats or squirrels. Hearing them up there
reminded me of when I was a little girl, some squirrels got into our attic and had babies.
The babies would cry all the time, and the daddy squirrel would scratch and scratch at the
ceiling. One day, I came in after school to see a squirrel’s arm twisting and grasping from
a hole in the ceiling.
I found myself constantly staring at the ceiling to see if these noisy mice were
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going to do the same, and I decided this time I wouldn’t scream. I took out my guitar and
wrote a song called ‘This Time I Won’t Scream” (I’ll perform it on the show if you like).
I wrote some good lyrics about duct taping the ceiling, but once I started thinking about
the duct tape, I remembered James. The rolls I have left are from his artsy phase. I know I
have to stop thinking about him, but it’s hard in this house. He’s still in here, in my bed,
on my forks, even in every knock at the door. I know I should move. I told myself this
morning that I needed to pick up a paper, go to work, look at apartment ads during my
lunch break, get off at 6, make soup and paint my kitchen, and most importantly, not
think of James. I thought I could do it.
I was actually doing well. While I walked to work, I was thinking about not
thinking about James. I picked up the last paper in the machine. I felt like it was meant to
be. Work smells like paint that day. I work in Men’s, and today I was folding khakis. See,
the trick is to leave the crease below the knee. I have worked there since I was 17. My
three year anniversary is in May. I was an associate of the month in August last year. I
display the certificate above my bed. Sometimes when the pants refuse to fold correctly, I
mark them as defective and put them back in the box. Anyway, I folded all morning, but
by lunchtime, I noticed that the paint had made me light-headed. Worse yet, I wasn’t
even hungry yet, but I don’t make the schedule, so I walked to the near empty food court.
Tuesdays are generally interviewing days for all businesses because business is
slowest on Tuesday afternoons. I interviewed for my job on a Tuesday. This Tuesday like
most, I was sitting near the fountain tossing pennies to the beat of the midi mall music,
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which, at that moment, was a Third Eye Blind song. Songs are like dreams in a way.
They have emotions and scenes tied with them that we can’t escape, and this goes beyond
the couple’s song, but to the song I danced to before I had sex at junior prom to the CD
my girlfriends and I played on repeat on the way to Gulf Shores. I can be buying peas in
the grocery store, when I hear a bar of elevator music that suddenly morphs me into my
twelve-year-old self dancing around to a Weezer video in my parent’s living room. This
is the type of thing I always wanted to tell James, but I never did. He never understood
me, and it’s partially my fault. I can say it. I can own up, but there was a reason for that. I
just didn’t feel safe with him. I tried to avoid listening to music when he was around. I
didn’t want to be haunted by him the next time I was trying on jeans and U2 came across
the store speakers.
I was wasting my lunch break, telling myself I should eat. I’m getting too skinny.
I used to feel fine at 115lbs, but I saw a picture of James’ new friend. She looked at least
135 and had cleavage I couldn’t even purchase. Obviously, if I were a cup size larger,
he’d still love me, still be showing my picture to other girls. I’m sure plenty of studies
prove that. Men are primal. Breasts mean milk, mother, support, partner. Lack thereof
however means screw, toy with, and abandon. It’s simple biology that can’t be
overturned. And I was thinking about all this when I realized that two old ladies were
staring at me, so I stared back. I mean I wasn’t the one with the fat Depends ass.
I asked them, “Do y’all have a problem?” They both shook their heads “no” as
cookie crumbs fell from their mouths into their laps. I hate how people can just sit there
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and think they can just judge you without any repercussions. I sat back down and
resumed my penny tossing until I ran out, but my break wasn’t over. So I thought I could
just retrieve them, but the bulk of them were away from the edges, so I removed my navy
pumps, my nude knee highs, and with my left big toe. I tested the water. It was cold like a
pool in the last week April. The cool water licked my calves as I walked close to the
center of the fountain, gathering pennies.
Then I heard from nowhere, “Excuse me, Miss, you must come out of there.” I
turned to find some Barney Fife rent-a-cop staring at me.
“Oh I will, I just need to retrieve my pennies,” I told him. “Don’t worry, I fully
intend on tossing them back in. I just need something to toss.” I turned away from him
expecting him to drop his jaw and call for back up.
“Works for me,” he said, and I turned back around to face him.
“I’ve never met such an agreeable rent-a-cop.”
“I’ve never met anyone over twelve in the fountain before. In fact, I haven’t really
met you. I’m Rusty Stevens. What’s your name?” He extended his arm toward me, and I
heard a Kenny Chesney midi begin to play.
I found myself wanting to walk to him, but I stayed planted in the calf deep water,
clutching my hand full of pennies. I wanted to know him. I wanted him to know me, to
love me, to hold me, take me out, to listen to me babble after sex, and to eventually leave
me. I knew I wanted it all from his plain brown eyes. Then he smiled. I sloshed through
the fountain toward him and spread my pennies on the rim.
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Extending my wet hand, I said, “Hi, I’m Charlotte Myers.”
“Nice to meet you, Charlotte.” He looked at my pennies, picked out a green,
deposited it in my hand, and said, “Make a wish.”
And I took this penny, turned, and tossed it. I faced him again to see that my wish
hadn’t come true. He still looked entirely too much like James.
Now I’ve had this guy’s number for two days, and I just can’t call. I guess I am
hung up. If you think so too, please bring me on your show to be exorcised. I think it’d be
good for me to be on the show. Maybe you could bring Rusty on too. Maybe he wouldn’t
be mad that I haven’t called if he sees that I do like him. Maybe James will see me on TV
and realize that I am really done with him, and he won’t call me anymore.

I need your help Maury,
Charlotte Myers (philosopher1@gmail.com)
***
Maria’s story
Dear Maury,
Besides us having similar names, (my name is Maria) I think I’d be a good
candidate for your recent casting call #1592. Yesterday afternoon I was writing at my
desk, wondering if my life is anything. I mean I wake up. I get dressed, go to work, come
home from work, and if I’m lucky, I eventually get a call from James who is this month’s
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Paul who was last month’s Richard, but I don’t take their calls anymore cause Richard’s a
bad man, Paul is a worse man, and I’m fairly certain one day soon, James will make them
saints. This is where you come in. I get this idea that he’s really just an asshole whose
only intention is to hurt me, yet I can’t stop seeing him. I guess somehow keeping a shitty
boyfriend gives me validation, and even if that validation is nothing more than soap opera
drama, it is something or so I thought. Now I just want to feel nothing.
Well yesterday I was sitting at work when my coworker Chris started hitting on
me again. He asked, “How is my favorite worker today?”
“The same I am every day, happier when you’re gone,” I replied. I thought up that
one week ago and had been waiting for the proper time to unveil it.
“You’re such a firecracker, Maria. I know I’m your boss, but how about you let
me take you out to dinner tonight?”
I told him, “While I appreciate your offer, I think it’s best we keep this strictly
professional.”
But he wouldn’t give up, he said to me, “Maria, this is a check cashing place. I’m
not a CEO. You’re not in any position to be promoted or demoted. What’s the deal?”
He leaned over me as if his obese presence weren’t enough to repulse me. Man,
my life does sound like a soap opera, but anyway, I told him, “Maybe I just don’t like
you.” And I rolled my chair closer to my desk. That’s when he pointed out the picture of
James.
“It’s that guy in that picture, right?”
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“What picture?” I said.
“That picture.” He pointed to a photo of James and I from a few weeks ago when
I had come home to find him with our bags packed for a weekend in New Orleans.
“No, it’s you,” I said as I picked up the frame. James hadn’t cut his hair in this
picture. It was still ear length brown and wavy. Now it’s buzzed, which isn’t so bad. I
love rubbing it. It’s fuzzy and thick like the back of a chinchilla. I got kinda mad at Chris
because he had me thinking about James, and it’s not that I didn’t want to think about
him, I just wanted to wait to think about him until I could talk to him. I hate Chris, and he
was about to speak again, so I cut him off and said, “I have work to do. I can’t do it with
you sweating on my papers, so can you back off please.”
Watching him slink back into his office, I was grateful I only had an hour left
until my shift ended. I don’t hate my job. I have a desk, which is really just the front
counter, but it’s mine. I have a chair, so I don’t have to stand for hours like I did when I
was working at Wing-a-Ding, but I do hate that since James and I are both in shitty jobs,
I’m supposed to settle for his broke ass. I’m a hot bitch. I’m 5’6.3”, almost model size. I
was almost a model. When I was twelve, I went to a casino hotel in Biloxi where some
scouts were holding auditions for undiscovered Southern talent. I was lanky at twelve and
unfortunately my teeth mirrored the awkward edges of my joints. The scout told me to
send him a picture when I reached 5’7” and had my braces removed. Every day for two
years, I measured myself, but the rest of that final inch never came, so I decided being a
model wasn’t for me.
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It was almost time for me to go home, so I sat drumming my fingers to the beat of
the wall clock. It’s one of those damn cat clocks with the tail and the eyes that tick and
tock. Clocks are demons. That cat tortures me all day long, and I swear it has a prolonged
second hand. Perhaps Chris slows it down, so he has more time to hit on me. However,
all clocks, even hideous cat ones eventually strike five, which means I’m free to go home
and wait for James not to call. I had exactly eight minutes and 36 until I could do that.
I’m not normally so wrapped up in a guy, but I had called James on my lunch
break. He didn’t answer of course. He told me not to call, but as I stood there listening to
the phone ring, I noticed these ants crawling up the building, and they reminded me of the
Collective Soul video for “The World I Know.” Well I don’t so much remember the
video as much as I remember the ants in the video and how beautiful they were, and that
beauty could change a man’s mind. I guess that’s what happened except it wasn’t my
beauty anymore. I gave up and came inside to wait the next four hours until he said he’d
call me. I sat at my desk wondering if he really would call or if he’d be too busy with her.
I almost want to meet this girl. (Maury, you should bring her on the show, her, me
and James.) You can tell so much about a person by whom they date. I know she isn’t
like me. That’s what James tells me draws him to me. He says she’s needy and
demanding, and he needs to be around someone who’s laid back, motivated, and
independent. I guess I fucked that up. We were hanging out a whole lot. He told me that
he wasn’t sure if he needed her anymore, and I thought that was his way of telling me
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that he wanted to be with me, so I kissed him. And he kissed me back. I was happy. Then
I called him last night at our usual time, but he couldn’t talk. He was apparently out to
dinner with a friend. He told me he’d be busy for the rest of the evening, but he’d call me
today.
To pass the time, I checked the one-a-day clever quotes calendar to confirm that it
was indeed March 12th. It was almost the end of the day, so I threw away the sheet. The
quote sucked anyway. "The reason a dog has so many friends is that he wags his tail
instead of his tongue." Fucking dog people. James was a pet person. I can’t have anyone
or anything needing me that much.
I knew I shouldn’t just wait around for him to call me after work. I thought about
going to visit someone, but I couldn’t think of anybody. I didn’t have the money to go
shopping. It wasn’t warm enough to enjoy being outside for very long. It wasn’t cold or
anything. It is Mississippi after all. I bet it’s 76 degrees outside, but with the sun setting,
it wouldn’t be that pleasant for long. Actually wasn’t that pleasant in my office. The
money colored walls papered with smiling supposed customers giving obscene thumbs
ups are enough to chill me. When James appeared two months ago, he asked me if he
could destroy those hideous photos before I cashed his check. I laughed. I shouldn’t have
laughed. After I laughed, he asked me my name, and the rest is history, already. I had six
minutes until he confirmed it.
God, I feel like I remember every second of this day. I had just a few minutes left
and I was wishing we had music at work. The radio broke three weeks ago, and Chris
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hadn’t gotten another one. I think he uses the silence to stalk me with his ears. I swear he
looks up every time I drop a paper clip. Sometimes I drop things on purpose just to catch
him watching me. The general manager says I shouldn’t give him such a hard time, and I
know I shouldn’t. I should use my looks to get ahead, but there’s not much climbing I can
do here. I guess I should consider leaving, maybe going back to school. I tried that once
at USM, but when I was 18, I thought $1,500 was too much to pay for tuition, especially
since that didn’t include books, meals, or residence. I dropped out in the first month. I
figured if I stayed on the coast, I’d be close enough to my friends to hang out still. With
the casinos and other businesses on the coast, I knew I could have a better paying job in
Pascagoula than I could have in Hattiesburg, but two hours really is too long a distance to
hang out that often, and they’re all graduated now and busy with real jobs and marriages,
but that’s split milk, and I’m not about to cry about it now, but if that goes with any other
shows you have in the works, let me know.
Back to my yesterday, I was looking at the clock and saw that I only had four
minutes left. I looked at everyone’s pictures on the desk. We all have to keep personal
photos on the desk. They help clients feel like we’re human with loved ones just like
them, and we’re not just some check cashing business that’s going to charge them 10% to
20% to give them their own money. I was wondering what picture I would use to replace
the one of James and I. Anyway, I was sitting there looking at all those pictures and I
began to feel like I needed to cry, but I didn’t want to because there was nothing to cry
over. I knew I just needed to get away from this boy. He was bad news. He was making
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me crazy, and I knew he would do it. All he does is meet girls to make them crazy.
The first time I hung out with him, he told me that he was glad he had a girlfriend,
not necessarily his current one, but a girlfriend, so he could do things like this.
“Like what?” I asked him.
“Like this, sit here and talk with you, be your friend without the pressure of sex
and dating clouding us discovering what we really do and don’t have in common.”
All I said was, “oh.”
I wasn’t sure what all he meant by that, especially once we did start having sex. I
thought it meant that he discovered who I really was and decided that we did have
enough in common for us to have an actual relationship. That’s what I thought when he
told me he had broken up with her. Now I’m afraid I have become her. I was planning to
ask James straight up yesterday if I’m not his excuse to go out and meet other girls, but I
still had three minutes. I took the black Swingline stapler and mashed it, sprinkling my
faux rosewood desk with staples. Choosing one, I unfolded its edges and began to scratch
the clear finish off my desk. I do this often when I’m bored or need to think about
something else. I don’t know why I care so much. It’s not like I love him. He’s childish,
not all that smart or motivated, definitely not someone to bring home to mom, and I need
to start looking for guys, I mean men, to bring home. I’m almost 23. I don’t want to be
fooling around with losers forever especially a loser who I knew better than to get
involved with.
Well, I saw Lois walking toward the building. I had less than two minutes left. I
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put on my jacket and picked up my purse, and pushed Lois into the door as I ran out. I
didn’t mean to run. I didn’t mean to push her. I did go back and apologize later, but at
that moment I had to get to my car. I could feel Lois and Chris watching me, but I didn’t
turn around. I was just leaning against my car holding my ringing phone.
And I let it ring. I couldn’t even answer it. Maury, is that fucked up or what? I
still haven’t spoken to him though I realize it’s 2 a.m. and he probably won’t call until
normal daytime hours. Anyway, I was just on the Internet and saw your casting call and
thought we could help each other out. I think I’d be a good guest.

Contact me please,
Maria Baxter (hottee65332@hotmailcom)

